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In this project, preparation and characterization of polypropylene natural

zeolite composites were studied. Three different series of preparation methods

were performed, hot press, microscope slide, and extrusion. The composites are

ranged between 0-10 wt%, 0-50 wt%, and 0-6 wt% zeolites, for hot press,

microscope slide, and extrusion respectively.

Polymer matrix composites are materials which contain polymers as

matrix materials surrounding very small reinforcing fibers or fillers. Polymeric

composites have great potential from a manufacturing standpoint and show

advantages. Such as they are inexpensive, derive from natural sources, present

lower density than mineral fillers, and increases the mechanical properties of the

final product.

In this research polypropylene was used as a matrix material and natural

zeolite as a filler. Natural zeolite particles were modified with polyethylene

glycol to break agglomerates and make a homogenous dispersion of natural

zeolite in polypropylene matrix. These composites were characterized by using

differential scanning calorimetry, thermal gravimetric analyzer, infrared

spectrophotometer, optical microscopy, mechanical testing and by density

measurement device.

It has been found that, branched shaped air pockets existed in hot pressed

and extruded composites. This causes low mechanical strength, and the densities

of these films also indicate the presence of voids in the composite.
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Bu projede, dogal zeolit - polipropilen kompozitlerinin hazulanmasl ve

karakterize edilmesi yah~llml~tIr. Uy degi~ik metodla kompozit hazulanmI~tIr;

slcak pres, mikroskop lamI, ve ekstrtizyon. Aglrhkya ortalamlan slcak preste %

0-10, mikroskop lammda % 0-50, ekstrtizyonda % 0-6 ahnml~tlr.

Anafazda polimer ve ikinci fazda liflerden yada katkI malzemelerinden

olu~an malzemelere polimer matriks kompozitler denir. Malzemenin ucuz ve

dogal kaynaklardan saglamyor olmasl, dogal katkI malzemelerinden daha dti~tik

yogunluga sahip olmasl, ve nihai tirtintin mekanik ozelliklerini arttmyor olmaSI

bu malzemelere olan ilgiyi giderek arttuml~tIr.

Bu ara~tumada polipropilen matriks, do gal zeolit ise katkI malzemesi

olarak kullanl1ml~tu. Dogal zeolit paryaclklan, polietilen glikol ile

topaklanmalan onlemek ve homojen bir daglhm saglamak amaclyla

kaplanml~tIr. Hazlrlanan kompozit malzemeler; termal analiz yontemleri ve

kIZII otesi spektrometre, optik mikroskop, mekanik test ve yogunluk olytim

cihazl ile incelenmi~lerdir.

Sonuy olarak; slcak pres ve ekstrtizyon ile yapllml~ filmlerde dallanml~

hava kabarclklan gozlenmi~tir. Bu hava kabarclklan malzemenin mekanik

ozelliklerini dti~tirmti~ttir. Aym zamanda yogunluk olytim sonuylanda hava

kabarclklannm varhgllli desteklemi~tir.
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Chapter I

Polymer matrix composites are materials which contain polymers as

matrix materials surrounding very small reinforcing fibers or fillers. The matrix

materials are either thermosetting or thermoplastic polymers (Wagner and

Colton; 1994). Over the past several years there is an increasing interest in the

use of thermoplastic as a matrix for composite materials. Thermoplastic

polymers have a great potential from a manufacturing standpoint.

Polymeric composites show advantages, as they are inexpensive, derive

from natural sources, present lower density than mineral fillers, and increases

the mechanical properties of the final product.

The objective of this project is to prepare polypropylene (pp) natural

zeolite composites. In this project, developing natural zeolite polypropylene

composite film is aimed. Origin of these project is pearlescent polypropylene

calcium carbonate (CaC03) composite films. From the industrial point of view

an alternative material to CaC03 was seeked, because industrially needed

CaCD3 has been patented. Natural zeolite was chosen as a cheap alternative to

CaCD3. The rich natural zeolite beds in Agean region and properties of natural

zeolite are the other important reasons for choosing the natural zeolite as a

filler.

Although, there is an increasing interest on polymer composite materials,

most of the studies was made by polypropylene CaC03 composites. Nago et al.

(1992 ), made extensive studies on porous CaC03 polypropylene composites.

Polypropylene -CaC03 fillers polyester plasticiser composed of adipic acid and

propylene glycol that were used as an additive surface treating agent of CaC03

filler and antioxidant were mixed to have the base sheet. Antioxidant used was



2,6-di-t-butyl -4-methylphenol. Polypropylene powder, CaC03 filler and the

additives were well mixed in advance and then pelletised with the aid of an

extruder tandem type. The base sheet was stretched in machine direction by

using two pairs of roller with different rotating speed and then stretched In

transverse direction by using a biaxial stretching machine of pantogram type.

Mitsuishi et al. (1991) prepared polypropylene - CaC03 composites.

Polypropylene and CaC03 particles were mixed in a two roll mill (180 ± 5 for 8

min). The polypropylene mixture prepared by mixing roll was pressed onto a

moulded plate by a compression press. A pressure of 14.7 MPa was used for 1

minute (min), after preheating at a temperature of 230 ± 2 for 2 min. The

moulded plate was quenched by a cold press.

Galeski et al. (1993) also studied CaC03 - polypropylene composites.

Chalk filled i-polypropylene composites were prepared from dried components.

First pellets of i- polypropylene were wetted with liquid modifier an oligomer of

ethylene oxide and precipitated chalk was added and mixed until uniform

covering of the chalk particles with the oligomer of ethylene oxide was

obtained. Second, chalk filled i-polypropylene was prepared by means of a twin

screw extruder.

Surface modification of CaC03 and some other fillers were studied by

Domka (1994). Modifying substances are many types of surface active

substances, fatty acids and their derivatives, silane coupling agents, titanate

coupling agents and other metallorganic compounds and metallocenes. Specific

organic oxyethylated compounds with long chains may surve the purpose well.

Due to a relatively strong hydrophobization, in particular of the surface of chalk

fillers, their modification with the above compounds may lead to a considerable

of polymers - CaC03 adhesion (Domka; 1994 ).

Mitsuishi et al. (1991) used alkyl dihydrogen phosphates as modifiers for

CaCD3. CaC03 particles with different particle size was modified with alkyl

dihydrogen phosphates. Dried CaC03, mixed with ethanol and modifier then put
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into a round .flask to modify the CaC03 surface usmg rotary evaporator in

vacuum. The surface modified CaC03 particle was dried. Galeski et al. (1993)

used an oligomer of ethylene oxide as a CaC03 modifier. Mitsuishi et al. (1991)

used poly(oxyethylene) oleate for modification of CaC03 surface.

There are two explanations about formation porous polypropylene -

CaCDJ composites, the first explanation is biaxially oriented film in an other

words mechanical tearing of the films. The second explanation is chemical

blowing.

Nakamura et al. (1993) reported the structure of biaxially . oriented

polypropylene. There are round filler particles with various sizes. Stretching in

machine direction causes splitting of polypropylene phase at periphery of filler

particles, and the increase in machine direction engenders orientation of

resultant polypropylene fibrils and molecular chain along machine direction.

Increase of the stretching degree makes the orientation more developed.

In technical notes of a polypropylene film producing compony a similar

explanation is given for pearlescent film production. In machine direction

drawing unit, the molecules are oriented in the same line and forma band around

CaCDJ particle and a little amounts of air diffusion occurs. In transverse

direction drawing unit, as a result of the orientation of the molecules in the

opposite direction the film swells around CaC03 particles as a result of an air

diffusion. These two steps of the process cause the reduction of density.

According to the second explanation polypropylene chemical blowing

agent and CaC03 are well mixed and after processing foamed polymer film with

low density is obtained.

The prepared composites are oriented biaxially to formation of voids the

pore sizes of voids and concentration can be controlled by the size of filler

particles and their concentration (Galeski et al.1993).



Mitsuishi et al. (1991) found that the crystallization temperature of

composite material increases with increase of CaC03 content and decrease of

CaC03 size.

Nakamura et al. (1993) found that the properties of mlcroporous

polypropylene sheet depend on the particle Size of the filler and stretching

degree of stretching of composite material.



Chapter II

Polymer Composites

Composites are materials with two or more components that combine to

yield characteristic superior to those of the individual constituent. Such

materials must be heterogenous at least on a microscopic scale.

Composite materials may be; divided into three general classes, first one

is fiber-filled composites. Second, particulate-filled materials consisting of a

continuos matrix phase and a discontinuous filler phase made up of discrete

particles. The last one is Skeletal or interpenetrating network composites

consisting of two continuos phases (Nielsen; 1974).

Many commercial polymeric materials are composites; such as ABS

materials, foams, computer sheet, sticky tape, wire coatings, cookie, soap, cake,

candies, coffee, cigarette, cassette etc. packaging industries.

There are many reasons for using composite materials rather than simpler

homogenous polymers. Some of the reasons are;

1. High stiffness and strength

2. High toughness or impact strength

3. Increased mechanical damping

4. Reduced permeability to gases and liquids

5. Modified electrical properties

6. Potential of rapid process cycles

7. Lower tooling cost alternatives

8. Reduced cost



Not all of these desirable features are found in any single composite. The

properties of composite materials are determined by the shape of filler phase, by

the morphology of the system, and by the nature of the interface between the

phases. Thus, a great variety of properties can be obtained with composites just

by alteration of the morphological or interface properties (Nielsen; 1974 ).

Polypropylene (pp) is among the most widely exploited thermoplastic

polymers and it has increasing practical importance because of its good

mechanical properties, low cost, and ease of processing and recycling.

Polypropylene can be made from the monomer propylene by Ziegler-

Natta polymerization and by metallocene catalysis polymerization as shown in

Equation 2.

or
metallocene catalysis

H

I
LC

I

H

I
-Cj

I n

Ziegler - Natta
Polymerization

These catalysts are prepared by reacting compounds of transition metals

of Groups IV-VII in lower valency states (e.g.; TiCh, TiCl), with metal alkyls,

alkyl halides, or metal hydrids ).

The molecules constituting the crystalline fraction of polypropylene have

a regular distribution of methyl side group with respect to main chain. The

methyl groups in macro molecular chains of the amorphous fraction are

distributed randomly. According to the Ziegler- Natta polymerization, polymers



with ordered distribution of chain links are called stereoregular, where as those

with a random distribution these are called atactic. The relative content of the

stereoregular and the atactic fraction of polypropylene, was determined to a

large extent by the catalyst and the conditions of the polymerization. If the

polymerization temperature is decreased, the content of the stereoregular

fraction increases. Two kinds of stereoregular polypropylene may be

distinguished, isotactic and syndiotactic.

Polypropylene IS useful In a wide range of applications because of its

properties.

• fairly low physical properties

• fairly low heat resistance

• excellent chemical resistance

• tranc1uent to opaque

• low price

• easy to process

The application areas of polypropylene is fiber, filament, film, pIpe,

carpeting, and packaging, automotive trim pieces, hinged packaging for

commodity products, i.e. soap holder, toys, bottle caps, general commodity

items.

The crystalline structure of i-polypropylene involves one helical

conformation a three- fold helix with 6.5 A chain axis repeat distance. The

methyl (R) groups are on the same side of the carbon chain plane for i-

polypropylene as seen in Figure 2.1.



H I HI HI HI HI
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The crystal structure of the most common crystal phase of i-

polypropylene is a phase. The overall geometry of the cell is monoclinic. The y

phase of i-polypropylene had remained rather elusive for many years. It is not

usually observed as a different phase, but crystallises with and within the a

phase spherulites. ~ i-polypropylene phase produces well individualised

spherulites admixed with, and therefore clearly recognizable from the a i-

polypropylene phase spherulites. ( Lotz et al.; 1996 )

The structure of s-polypropylene is, centred on the helical hand. The

crystal structure is based on the orthorhombic cell. It is a c- centred cell

composed at helices of one hand only Lotz, et al. (1996). The methyl groups are

alternatively above and below the carbon chain for s-polypropylene as seen In

Figure 2.2.

H I H I H I H I H I
I __ c I /c -.............I /c I /c I /c

C I C I c. I C I c. I
H ", R ", H . R ". H



Methyl groups are distributed randomly above and below the carbon

chain plain as seen in Figure 2.3. The relative contents of stereoregular and the

atactic fraction of polypropylene, which determine a large extend the properties

of the polymer will depend the identity of the catalyst and on the basis of TiCl3

and alkyl aluminium halide, which contain electron-donating additives such as

pyridine, and yield a polypropylene which is almost totally crystalline. If the

polymerisation temperature is decreased, the content of the stereoregular

fraction increases (Lotz et al.; 1996).

H I H I H I H I H I
I __ c I /c:-.......I /c I /c I /c

C I C I c. I C I c. I
'. R .... H '" HR'·· H

Using special metallocene catalyst, it is possible to produce block

copolymers, which contain blocks of i-polypropylene and blocks of atactic

polypropylene in the same polymer chain.

Zeolites are crystalline, hydrated aluminosilicate of group I and II

elements in particular, sodium potassium, magnesium, calcium, and barium.

Structurally the zeolite are framework aluminosilicate which are based on an

infinitely extending three-dimensional network of Al04 and Si04 tetrahedra

linked to each other by shearing all of the oxygen's (Breck; 1974).
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The empirical formula of zeolite is

M2/IIO. Al2 03 .xSi02 .yH2 0

x : generally equal or greater than 2 since AI04 tetrahedra are joined only

to Si04 tetrahedra

n : the cation valance

Natural zeolite was found in the 18th century by a Swedish mineralogist

named Cronsted, who observed upon rapidly heating a natural zeolite, that the

stones began to dance about as the water evaporated.

Figure 2.4: The pnmary building units combine to form the

secondary building units which the zeolite structure IS

comprised of.

The primary building block of the zeolite framework is the tetrahedron, a

small cation silicon (Si) or aluminium (AI) atom, in tetrahedra coordination

with four oxygen at the vertices. Each oxygen atom is shared between two

tetrahedra as seen in Figure 2.4. Substitution of Si or Al defines the negative

charge of the framework, which is compensated by monovalent or divalent

cations located together with water molecules in structural channels. Cations in

the channels are substituted easily, and therefore they are termed exchange or

extra framework cations, unlike Si and Al which are not exchanged under

ordinary conditions Tsitsishvili et al. (1992). Positively charged metal ions and

10



cations, such as those of sodium, potassium, magneslUm and calcium can

neutralize the charge.

The voids and channels of natural zeolites are typically in the range of

molecular dimensions, i.e. 3 to lOA. pure zeolites are co10urless or white, some

mineral specimens may be colored because of the presence of finally divided

oxides of iron or similar impurities. The density of the zeolites range between 2

and2.3 glee (Breck; 1974 ).

Zeolites have unusual crystalline structures that gIve them umque

chemical properties. For instance in one gram of zeolite, the channels provide

up several hundred square meters of surface area on which chemical reactions

can take place. The natural zeolite can absorb up to 30% of their dry weight of

gases such as nitrogen or ammonia.

In Turkey the most encountered natural zeolite types are clinoptilolite

and analcime. In Bahcecik - Golpazari - Goynuk, Polatli - Mulk- Oglakci -

Ayas, Nallihan - Cayirhan - Beypazari, Kalecik - Candar analcime type natural

zeolite is encountered; in Balikesir - Bigadic, Emet - Yukari Yoncaagac ,

Kutahya - Saphane, Gediz, Hisarcik, Gordes, Izmir - Urla and Kapadokya

clinoptilolite type natural zeolite is encountered ( Ozkan and Ulku; 1997 ).

Clinoptilolite a rare hydrothermal mineral, geneSIS of hydrological

closed system like a saline, alkaline lake is very common and has been

investigated in many times. Chemical formula of clinoptilolite IS

(Na,KMAI6Si300n )20H20 and Ca, K, and Mg also present in the clinoptilo1ite

content. Si/A1 ratio is between 4.25 - 5.25 and the density of the clinopti10lite is

about 2.16 glee (Gottari and Galli; 1985 ).

Olkti and Ozkan (1997) studied modification of clinoptilolite from

Bigadic (west Anatolian) and water vapor adsorption of clinoptilolite was

examined in detail. Clinoptilolite was used in heat pump and air drying studied

by Olkti (l986a).



Zeolites owe their value to one or more of three properties these are

adsorption, ion exchange, and catalyst. Zeolite has wide range of application

area; its used in odour control and in industrial gas separation processes by

usingthe gas adsorption ability, used as a desiccation and heat storage and solar

refrigeration by using its water absorption and desorption ability; in water

treatment, agriculture and aquaculture by using ion exchange property. Natural

zeolite is also used in paper and rubber industry as a filler and in radioactive

waste water treatment.
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Chapter III

Surfaces are the regIons through which materials connect and interact

with their surroundings. Surfaces are preferentially occupied by those

constituents of the polymer materials that can best accommodate the constraints

and interactions. Intentional chemical modification can modify portions of

individual macromolecules, thus chemically also imparting different surface

affinity to those segments. In either case, one finds that certain molecules, or

certain portions of molecules, segregate to the surface of the material and

thereby can assume a dominant role over the average bulk composition in

determining how the material interacts with its surroundings. This behaviour

could be thought of as the counterpart to surface reconstruction of inorganic

crystalline materials (Cahn et al.; 1993).

Surface modification of CaC03 and some other fillers were studied by

Domka (1994). Inorganic fillers reveal some chemical affinity to polymer. The

fillers are hydrophilic which limits their chemical affinity to polymers because

polymers are hydrophobic. To avoid the agglomerations and coagulations in this

heterogenous mixture fillers are modified by an inorganic material which

increases its chemical affinity to polymers.

Modifying substances are many types of surface active substances, fatty

acids and their derivatives, silane coupling agents, titanate coupling agents and

other metallorganic compounds made on the basis of zirconium organic

compounds and metallocenes. Specific organic oxyethylated compounds with

long chains may serve the purpose well. Due to a relatively strong

hydrophobization, in particular of the surface of chalk fillers, their modification



Table 3.1: Additives and degree of hydrophobization of CaC03

(Domka; 1994 )

Type of proadhesive

compounds

No adhesive

compounds

Stearic acid

Amount weight

parts

Degree of hydrophobization

%

1 13.8

2 20.1

3 26.7

1 14.8

2 21.1

3 28.4

1 14.4

2 20.7

3 28.3

1 6.3

2 9.8

3 14.3

1 14.8

2 21.2

3 27.4

1 3.3

2 5.6

3 8.7

1 4.8

2 8.2

3 12.4

p-oxyethyleneg Iyeol

PEG 4000
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Precipitated CaC03 treated with most of the proadhesive compounds

decreaseproportionally to the increase in the amount of the added proadhesive

compounds. Only in the case of surface modification of the filler with amino

'lanes, polyoxyethylene glycol (PEG 4000) depending on the amount of

roadhesive compounds (Domka; 1994) .

Modification of filler could be used for having a good dispersion medium

between filler and matrix or for binding the filler and matrix. Figure 3.1 give

hematic representation of the filler matrix relation.

The coupling agent - matrix interface is a diffuse boundary where

intermixing takes place because of the penetration of the matrix into the

coupling agent layer and the migration of the coupling agent molecules into the

matrix phase. Consequently, in addition to the enhanced adhesion, the use of

coupling agent can effect the morphology of the matrix and, hence, the

mechanical performance of the interphase (Denault and Vu-Khanh; 1988 ).

Titanate, zirconate, silanes and ethylene oxide are the examples of

coupling agents. According to Alonso et al. (1997), organosilane coupling

agents were employed for surface treatment of the talc. For surface wetting of

talc; methanol, water and silane mixture was prepared. After the wetting process

the mineral was dried in an oven 24 hour at 60°C.

According to Galeski et al. (1992) the modification of mineral was made

by a liquid modifier ethylene oxide. An oligomer of ethylene oxide and

precipitated chalk was added and mixed until uniform covering of the chalk

particles with the oligomer of ethylene oxide was obtained.
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Figure3.1: The probable reaction mechanism in the system - kaolin filler/

elastomer with y-mercaptopropyltrimeth- oxysilane (Domka; 1994).

Interaction between the titanate coupling agents and fillers with or

without hydroxyl groups are shown in Figure 3.2.

f iHer titanate modified kaolin
( kaolin) by chemical reaction

t iller titan€!te
( ch:Jlk)

modified chalk by covering
of titanate monolayer

Figure 3.2: Interaction between the titanate proadhesive agents and

kaolin; chalk (Domka; 1994).



In dispersion, the filler- polymer interaction may have a stabilizing effect

the mechanism of uncoiling causes formation of loops on the filler surface.

balk surface may react with stearic acid as seen in Figure 3.3. Chalk surface

odification with stearic acid brings also good results, because it decreases

'sotropy of its particles and at the same time increases its specific surface area

Mitsuishi et al. ( 1991 ) used alkyl dihydrogen phosphates modifier for

aC03. First CaC03 particle was dried then ethanol and modifier were put into

round flask to modify the CaC03 particle surface using rotary evaporator in

&Cuum.The surface modified CaC03 particle was air dried at 105°C.

Kaolin surface modification was made with polyethylene glycol were

'elded. Non - ionic surface active compounds may be adsorbed on kaolin

surface. Chemical reaction between bonded hydroxyl groups of kaolin surface

d hydroxide groups of a particle of polyethylene glycol, occurs as seen

Equation 3.1.



Chapter IV

Preparation Methods of Polymer Composite

Microporous films and sheets have so far been studying by vanous

thods. For polypropylene composite films and sheet preparation; the common

thod is extrusion. At extrusion process, the molten polypropylene composite

extruded, to prepare the base sheets, and orientation of polypropylene

olecules would occur to some extent. Other methods are two-roll mill, hot

ss and blender method. In industrial production scale, only extrusion method

used. An alternative method to prepare polypropylene composite could be

Ivent casting method. In solvent casting method a proper solvent is used to

. solve the polymer, the filler is added to the solution of the polymer. The

'xture is placed in a shallow container and the solvent is evaporated at room

perature to obtain the films. This method is not used for polypropylene

mposite films, because evaporation temperature of proper polypropylene

Ivents is very high. Another method is microscope slide method; this method

uld only be used in laboratory scale, polymer and filler are mixed between

o microscope slides, heated on a hot plate and pressed by fingers to obtain the

Extrusion processes are concerned with the continuos delivery of a melt

means of an Archimedean screw through a die, where it acquires the required

eometry. The screw has the additional task of feeding granular or powder

lymer into the heated barrel and bringing it into the melt state as a uniform

s (Mascia; 1989).

IZMIR YUKSEK TEKHOlOJi EHSTiTOSO
REKTORLUGU

Nago et a1.(l992), made extensive studies on porous CaC03-

lypropylene composites. As seen in Figure 4.1. Polypropylene, CaC03 fillers



Iyestersplasticiser composed of adipic acid and propylene glycol that were

as an additive surface treating agent of CaC03 filler and antioxidant were

the base sheet. Antioxidant used was 2,6-di-t-butyl-4-

Polypropylene powder, CaC03 filler and the additives were well mixed in

ce and then pelletised with the aid of an extruder. The base sheet was

ched in machine direction by using two pairs of roller with different

ing speed and then stretched in transverse direction by using a biaxial

ching of pantogram type.

Additives such as plasticizer
and antioxidant

Microporous
polypropylene
Sheet

Figure 4.1: Flow sheet of microporous polypropylene composite

preparation ( N ago et al.; 1992 )



Galeski et al. (1993) also studied CaC03 - polypropylene composites.

halkfilled i- polypropylene was prepared from dried components. First, pellets

f i-polypropylene were wetted with liquid modifier an oligomer of ethylene

xideand precipitated chalk was added and mixed until uniform covering of the

lk particles with the oligomer of ethylene oxide was obtained. Second, chalk

lled i-polypropylene was prepared by means of a twin screw extruder, shown

An extruder consists of two parts: the plasticisation / screw section and

e shaping unit. Since the screw section is common to all extrusion processes,

t can be treated independently of the type of extrudate produced. The process

ain usually includes a series of internally cooled rolls, a stretching. device and

oven enclosing the stretcher and containing a number of carefully controlled

mperature zones, followed by slitting and windup equipment. For polymer

mposite preparation, the first step is mixing the polymer-filler and put into

e extruder. After the polymer melted with the mixed filler into the base sheet

mes out from the sheeting die and cooled between casting rolls. The base

eet is stretched in machine direction in preheating and web guide section.

Thenthe film enters to the tenter section. The hot film is stretched in transverse

. ection. Then it is cooled between nip rolls and the biaxially stretched film is

en off by the pressure rollers.

Tjong et al. (1997) prepared polypropylene composites by twin screw

truder. Polypropylene powder premixed with ~- nucleator in a Brabender

'n screw extruder. Extrudates were pelletized.

Ghosh et al. (1997) prepared metal filled thermoplastics by two roll mill

ethod. Vacuum - dried i-polypropylene and treated silver were compounded

a two roll mill for 15 minutes to prepare thin sheets containing 5.6 vol %

\
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Mitsushi et al. (1991) mixed polypropylene and CaC03 particles in a two

11 at ( 180 ± 5 DC) for 8 minutes. The polypropylene mixture prepared by

ing roll was pressed onto a moulded plate by a compression press.

Levita et al. (1989) studied the preparation of polymer composites.

er and heat stabiliser were first mixed in a tumbling barrel. The mixture

bsequently fed into a twin screw blender at 180 DC and thereafter milled

with a blade granulator.

p - polypropylene films with a thickness of 0.2 mm were prepared by

. g the hot pressed polypropylene pellets blended with ~- nucleator, in air.

resultant p - polypropylene films were then subjected to biaxial drawing up

draw ratio at a defined drawing temperature (Chu and



Chapter V

Pearlescent film have a shining apperance. In most commercial

lications polymer melts are dispersed with fillers in order to prepare

lescent films. Pearlescent films serve a dual purpose of decreasing density

improving a microporous structure. The fillers which used in pearlescent

s can be fibrous for particulate, or it can be gaseous inclusions as in

er foams.

There are two different explanations about mlcroporous polypropylene

in the literature. The first explanation is stretching. The base sheet is

ched in machine and transverse direction and a microporous polypropylene

with low density is obtained. The second explanation is foaming. A

is put into the polymer and while the film is prepared;

obtained by the decomposition of foaming material into

Microporous polypropylene sheets are prepared by stretching the base

. The base sheet consists of uniformly dispersed filler in polypropylene

Galeski et al. (1992) studied chalk filled i-polypropylene and prepared

composite by using twin screw extruder. The chalk filled i-polypropylene

pies were stretched in machine direction unit 3 and 5 times. Surfaces of

ted chalk filled i-polypropylene examined by scannmg electron

oscope, as shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.1 a- is stretched 3 times and b- is

ched 5 times. On the surface there are elongated pores around chalk



·cles.The brighter not very sharp objects are chalk particles. The dark layer

'.polypropylene. Because of the drawing direction pores are located in the

zones of drawing direction and generally they are open and interconnected.

Figure 5.1 : Scanning electron microghraphs of oriented toughened

chalk- filled i-polypropylene films a ) stretching ratio 3 b ) stretching

ratio 5 (Galeski et al.; 1992 ).

akamura et al. (1993) prepared mlcroporous polymer films. The

croporous polypropylene sheets were stretched biaxially in machine and

verse directions. The most common method used to orient a thermoplastic

to stretch it after it has been heated to a temperature at which it is soft.

ura and his coauthors were taken the scanning electron micrographs of

microporous polypropylene sheet as shown in Figure 5.2. Stretching degree

machine and transverse direction causes splitting of polypropylene phase of

base sheets at the periphery of the filler particles. Voids are enlarged and

cd with increasing the stretching degrees in machine and transverse

ction. As shown in Figure 5.2, there are round pores with various sizes, in

'ch there are filler particles and the deeper under the layer is polypropylene



Figure 5.2 Scanning electron microghraps of mlcroporous

polypropylene sheet. a ) Surface, b ) Inner section at the depth of 35 11m

from surface, c ) At the depth of l0011m (Nakamura et al.; 1993 ).

As shown from Figure 5.3 stretching in machine direction causes

litting of polypropylene phase at the periphery of the filler particles.

tching in machine direction engenders orientation of resultant polypropylene

lecular chain along machine direction (Nakamura et al.; 1993).

Figure 5.3 : Model void formation by stretching III machine direction

(Nakamura et al.; 1993 )



According to a commercial company's technical notes; biaxially

sheet causes formation of minute voids. In machine

tion drawing unit, the molecules are oriented in the same line and form a

around CaC03 particles and a little amount of air diffusion occurs. In

erse direction drawing unit, the molecules are oriented in the opposite

'on, the film swells around CaC03 particles as a result of air diffusion.

two steps cause to the reduction of density of the film Polinas (1990).

direction of air diffusion is not clearly explained in technical notes.

Nago et al. (1992) prepared microporous polypropylene sheet by biaxially

bing the base sheet. CaC03 with various sizes were prepared. It is found

the decrease of particle size makes the porosity of the sheet slightly larger

themaximum pore size smaller. In another study, Nago and Mizutani (1993)

microporous polypropylene sheets containing

ethylsilsesquioxane as a filler. It is found that stretching in machine

tion and successive stretching in transverse direction cause the thickness to

ase and increase the porosity.

Blowing or foaming agents are used for the production of cellular

can reduce density, lower thermal conductivity and

Blowing agents are classified into physical and chemical types. Physical

. g agents are normally low boiling liquids or gases. Physical blowing

ts exert their blowing action when brought to boiling conditions the

er; by increasing the temperature or reducing the pressure. Ex samples of

blowing agents; pentane, heptane, methylene chloride, trichloro

methane. Properties of chemical blowing agents are; achieving in

mposition reactions. Chemical blowing agents decompose at the required

over a fairly narrow temperature range. Typical chemical blowing agents

26



azodicarbonamid, azo-bis-dibutyronitrile, p-toluene

carbazide,benzene sulphonylhydrazine (Mascia; 1995).

Letterier and G'Sell (1994) studied formation of voids during the

sing of thermoplastic composites. The composites were prepared from an

us slurry of polypropylene powder and glass fibers. The mixture was

cted under a pressure of 10 bars giving a sheet of an average thickness of

. Samples were used for testing the overall density. The temperature is

ed to 200°C under atmospheric pressure. It is found that at a applied

e at 200°C coalescence of gases predissolved in the polypropylene

'x control the polymer swelling when the temperature is raised above the

A good quality structural foam lies in the ability to dissolve in a

ient amounts of a vapor a gas in a molten plastic, and to allow that gas to

te into as many fine bubbles as possible as plastic fills the mold.

The films shine because light is scattered by the small bubbles in the

porous polypropylene films. Each bubble behave as a light source when

mposite is irradiated with visible light.



For characterisation of polymers; spectroscopic methods and thermal

ds are generally used. To make the characterisation Fourier transform

red spectroscopy (FTIR), thermal gravimetric analyser (TGA), differential

. g calorimetry (DSC) and optic micrograph are the most commonly

Vibrational spectroscopy in another name infra red spectroscopy (IR)

information about the chemical composition of the materials, and in many

can give information about the chain structure, degree of branching,

regularity, geometric isomerism, conformation, crystallinity and type of

present in the material. In IR spectroscopy IR radiation is passed through

sample and certain frequencies are absorbed by the molecule that causes to

'onal changes in the molecule. There may be many IR bonds observed.

each molecule has individual sets of energy levels, the absorption

of the functional groups that are in the molecule

The general mode of thermal analysis is to heat or cool the sampler under

ined temperature program. Thermal gravimetric analyser is used to know

loss due to increasing temperature. Differential scanning

is used for measurement of melting and crystallisation

, heat evolved or temperature of a phase transformation to the

techniques are highly sensitive and quantitative

most common applications of thermal

od is to study the kinetics of various reactions and processes. In kinetic

ysis method reaction rate parameters (activation energy and reaction rate)



ulated, and then the reaction mechanism determination (frequency

andisothermal analysis (rate constant and reaction time) could be found .

•1 Characterization of Natural Zeolites

haracterization of natural zeolites were made by using FTIR spectrum

Amethods are used .

•1.1Characterisation of Natural Zeolite by FTIR Spectroscopy

IR spectroscopy could be useful for obtaining valuable information on

ity and relative quantity of the inorganic phases of natural minerals. IR

opy has been successfully used for studying zeolite structure and

·es. The observed absorption bands have been analysed.

et al. (1995) studied the quantitative determination of

heulandite natural zeolite by IR spectroscopy. Using wet

and dry homogenisation zeolite rocks are crushed and dried. Zeolites in

r pellets are prepared to perform the analysis. The IR spectra was

on a Specord 75 IR. A typical natural zeolite FTIR spectrum, is shown

ll~~'
~'I

!
I--, .
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Fuentes et al. (1997) were studied IR vibrations of natural zeolite. They

ed two groups of frequencies for the vibrations in all zeolites. Internal



vibrations of T -0 and vibrations of external linkages between tetrahedra. The

internal vibrations T -0 is sensitive to the Si / Al ratio of the frame work. The

internal TO stretching mode is 650-820 em-I. Sensitive and internal T-O

bonding vibration is 420-500 cm-l. The characteristic peaks of the natural

zeolite is given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 : Characteristic Peaks of the Natural Zeolite

Vibration Wave Number ( Goryainov et a1.1995)

Isolated OH stretching 3700 cm-I

Hydrogen bonded H20, O-H 3400 cm-l

stretching

H20 bonding

T-O stretching ( T : AI or Si )

External T-O

1620 cm-1

1065 cm-I

790 cm-I

( intense symmetric stretching)

External T-0 double ring

Internal T-O double ring

The 609 cm-I peak was chosen to determine the amounts of the clinoptilolite in

the natural zeolite ( Krivacsy et al. 1992 ).

Thermo Gravimetric Analysis records the weight loss of a sample heated

under a determined temperature program. Most of the natural zeolites loose

water during heating.

The dehydration of c1inoptilolite (natural zeolite) was studied by White

(1981). There are three types of water in natural zeolite; external water, loosely

bond water, tightly bound water. External water is eliminated when the mineral

heated to 75 ± 10 DC, loosely bond water is evaporated at 171 ± 2 DC and tightly

und water is removed 271 ± 4 DC .According to Knowlton and White (1981)



ptilolite type natural zeolite there exist 4.6 % external water, 6.6 %

bondwater, and 2.4 % tightly bond water.

For characterization of polypropylene, FTIR spectrum and thermal

measurement devices ( TGA, DSC ) are generally used.

For characterization of polypropylene by FTIR spectroscopy, transparent

are prepared. Characteristic peaks of polypropylene are

Table 6.2: Characteristic Peaks of Polypropylene

ype of Vibration Wave Number em -1

i-polypropylene 790 Polymer Handbook

1158 Brandrup et al. (1976)

s-polypropylene 1131 Polymer Handbook

1199 Brandrup et al. (1976)

1230

t-polypropylene 997 Polymer Handbook

975 Brandrup et al. (1976)

-CH2 asymmetric stretching 2930 Banwell (1983)

symmetric stretching 2860

deformation 1470

-CH3 asymmetric stretching 2970 Banwell (1983)

symmetric stretching 2870

asymmetric deformation 1460

symmetric deformation 1375

IIMIR YUKSEKTEKNOlOJi ENSTirusO
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Thebroad peak at 1640 cm-1 is due to the antioxidant in polypropylene.

Horrocks and D'Souza (1991) studied on quantitative analysis of

'ssion spectral bands. In order to find the isotacticity index or fraction the

density ratio of the 998 and 973 cm-1 bands were found. The isotacticity

ofpure pp was found 0.688.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry is used to learn the thermal transition

lymerwhen they are heated. DSC determines crystallization, melting and

sition temperatures of a polymer.

Crystallization is a process involving the regular arrangement of chains

consequently associated with a large negative entropy change. The

specific distances from one another to form

line nuclei will be favoured when intermolecular forces are strong. The

the interaction between chains and easier they can pack the greater the

change will be. Thus symmetrical chains and strongly interacting chains

re likely to form stable crystals ( Rayan; 1999 ).

Kim et al. (1997) studied, multiple melting characteristics of i-

pylene by DSC. Melting of i-polypropylene crystallized at different

tures ( Tc ) was investigated as a function of the heating rate. Figure 6.2

DSC melting thermo grams of the i-polypropylene crystallized Tc of at

d 120°C. At 110 DC from Figure 6.2, at a scan rate of 32 DC I min melting

ture ( Tm ) is higher than did in 16 DC I min. This is due to

eating effect. At scan rate 8 DC I min and lower, a new melting peak at

temperatures appeared. At Tc of 120 DC, from Figure 6.2 at a 32 DC I min

rate melting peak is at 163 DC. The peak position moves to lower

tures with scan rates of 16 and 8 DC I min. The double melting

eristics might be due to a transition of a metastable crystal form into the
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ccording to Eder (1999) crystallization always starts from certain spots

the material or on its surface. If the average distance between nucleation

the wall surface is small enough a crystallization front starts at the wall.

The crystallization of polymers are generally found by usmg Avrami

n as seen in Equation 6.1 ( Meares; 1965).

8 = Degree of crystallinity

= Constant ( describes the rate of crystallization)

= Exponent varying with the type of nucleation and growth process

Crystallization behaviour of filled polypropylene was studied by

'ty et aI., (1982) using DSC. The samples were annealed at 230 DC for 10

fore cooling at 200 DC / min to the crystallization temperature of 135°C.

s of 3, 2.2 and 1.5 were determined for talc, calcium carbonate, and

stearate coated calcium carbonate respectively.



rrocks and D'Souza (1991) studied physicochemical changes in

tene films. TGA curves of 5 mg polypropylene were taken in static air

grammed 5 - 99 K/min range heating rate. Temperature, at the onset

maximum mass loss (T max) temperatures of polypropylene are 241 and

e TGA Kinetic analysis is based on the Ozawa method. The reaction

eters (activation energy and reaction rate) are calculated. Then the

mechanism determination (frequency factor) and isothermal analysis

tant and reaction time) are performed The algorithms are described in

- exp ( - E/RT )xdt = reduced time

Activation energy

any temperature T the degree of thermal degradative conversion a, A

apparent activation energy of the thermal

Ozawa shows that this equation may be

and solved if A, ( 1- x ), and E are independent of T and both A and E

ndent of Horrocks and D'Souza (1991) Equation 6.3describes the



~ = Rate of heating

For pp degradation n can be assumed to be 1

In a TGA curve where the reaction is of the n-th order, weight loss C is

equivalent to reaction percent x, but when the sample is polymer x is not

necessarily equivalent to the reaction percent C. That is a product resulting

from the cutting of a chain need not volatilize at the same temperature which

cause the chain to broken. Accordingly, the relation between the weight loss

bond ratio of main chains which are broken may be expressed in Equation 6.4,

6.5.( Shimadzu; 1999). Approximating E/RT equals 20, plot of log~ versus liT

at constant a given a straight line having a slope of -0.4567(E/R) (Horrocks,

D'Souza; 1991).

l-C = ( I-x) L-l( l+x (N-L)(L-l)/N)

Where;

N :Degree of polymerization at initial stage

L : Degree of polymerization in smallest non-volatized polymer segment

The Ozawa and similar kinetic treatments cannot be applied in any case

where parallel, competitive reactions occur, and this condition is likely to hold

following the' introduction of oxidative reaction centers within the polymeric

backbone.( Horrocks and D'Souza; 1991) .



The properties of composite materials are determined by the properties of

the components, by the shape of the filler phase, by the morphology and the

nature of the interface between the phases. An important property of the

interface greatly affect mechanical behaviour of the composites.

In principle fillers can modify the mechanical characteristics of a

polymer in two ways. First the properties of the particles themselves for

example particle size, shape and modulus have a direct effect on the properties

of composite, second, can lead to changes in micromorpholgy which may give

rise to differences in bulk properties ( McGenity et al.; 1992 ).

The elastic modulus and strength of the composites were calculated

according to Equation 6.6 and 6.7 respectively ( Crowford; 1981 )

Where,

Ec = Young modulus of the composite

Em =Young modulus of the medium

Ef = Young modulus of the filler

O'c= O'm(l-Vf) + O'fVf

O'c= Stress at peak of composite

O'm=Stress at peak of medium

O'f= Stress at peak of filler

Svehlova and Poloucek (1993), studied on the mechanical properties of

talk filled polypropylene. Composites were prepared by using KG-kneader and

dispersing agents were added to the preparation. The mixture is injection

molded and pelletized. Mechanical tests were performed by Instron TT -CM.

Young modulus, yield point and ultimate tensile elongation were studied. All

three mechanical quantities increase slowly with decreasing particle SIze. The



composite values are lower than those for unfilled polymers. Composites with a

matrix being more though have little higher toughness compared to composites

having a matrix less though. The weak dependence of toughness of talc filled

polypropylene in comparison to polypropylene filled with spherical calcium

carbonate is probably effected by the plate-like form of the talk particles. With

increasing talc content polypropylene filling gives more than double the value

growth of Young's modulus of polypropylene -talc composite. Composite

ultimate elongation and tensile impact strength decrease with increasing filler

content.



Chapter VII

In this project, five different sources of natural zeolites are studied. The

zeolites were taken from Gordes 1st mine, Gordes 2nd mine, Bigadi9, Klrankoy,

incal .

For zeolite characterization Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

(FTIR), Thermal Gravimetric Analyzer (TGA) techniques were used. For FTIR

characterization, ground zeolite particles were mixed with KBr and compressed

into 1cm pellets under 8 tons force. The IR spectra of the pellets were taken by

transmission techniques using Shimadzu 8601 FTIR spectrophotometer. For

TGA analysis the samples were heated at 10 °C/ min from 25°C - 800°C by

using Shimadzu 51 TGA.

Two different types of pp (Aldrich pp and Petkim pp) are characterized

by FTIR, Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), TGA, analysis were made.

Films prepared by pressing molten pp between two microscope slides were

studied by transmission technique. DSC curves of the films were obtained by

heating the films at 5-20 °C/min heating rate in the range of 25-300 °C in

Shimadzu 50. TGA analysis of the films were made by heating the films, at

5°C/min heating rate in the range of 25- 1000 DC. N2 flow rate was 15 ml/min in

the experiments. Aldrich and Petkim polypropylene was in powder and pellet

form respectively. The particle size of Aldrich polypropylene was found by

sedimentation· in propanol. The Stoke's law was used in Equation 7.1 for the

determination of appropriate particle size.



II: (Ps-Pr )gx2/18~

cCabeet al.; 1985)

= Density of fluid

9.81 m/s2

II: Particle size

II: Viscosity of fluid

rdes 1zeolite was broken into small parts, by using a hammer. Then it

into Multifix Ball Mill. The cylinder size was 59.5 mm in radius and

eight. The particle size of zirconia balls was 9.48 mm. 50 % of the

filled with the balls. The 50 % of the space between the balls was

zeolite and ethanol. Zeolite is ground at a speed of 92 rpm for 4 hour.

-milling mixture was heated at 80°C to evaporate the ethanol and then

take the fraction passing through a 45 ~ sieve. The natural zeolite

• e analysis was made by using Coulter particle size analyzer in Petkim

und zeolite particles were put into water in a beaker. The liquid

10 cm in the beaker. The mixture was kept there for 25 h at 25°C.

to Stoke's law from Equation 7.1, 2~ and smaller particles remain'in

D in water at the end of 25 h. The suspension is separated from the

by decantation. After evaporation of water of the suspension at 80°C,

icles of 21l or smaller size were obtained.



Some of the natural zeolites were washed by Akdeniz (1999) to remove

impurities from the surface. The washing process was done for particles about I

or 2 mm in size and was carried out at 90°C with hot water. Dirty water was

thrown away and the zeolite particles were air dried (Akdeniz; 1999).

Bigadiv' zeolite was acid leached by Ozkan (1996). The leaching was

done using 1.6 mol/dm3 HCI at 106°C for 3 hour. The zeolite solution ratio was

Ig120 ml.

The unwashed and washed dried zeolites was ground in a ball mill and

sieved to obtain particles smaller than 45~. The unwashed zeolite was also wet

milled in ethanol dried and separated into 2~ size by sedimentation in water and

then the zeolites were modified.

2~ natural zeolite particles were modified with different additives.

Modification was made to prepare a homogenous dispersion and to prevent the

agglomeration of particles in pp film.

Modification was made by stearic acid, calcium stearate and PEG 4000.

Modification was made by the method given by Domka (1982). Zeolite was

mixed with 50% aqueous ethanol solution having 10% modifier. Zeolite solution

ratio was taken as 1:0.3 on weight! volume basis. The mixture was kneed at

40°C then dried in a vacuum oven at 110°C under 400 mbar pressure, for 3 h.

The same method was used for stearic acid, calcium stearate and PEG 4000

modification of natural zeolite. As a result of the experiments PEG 4000 was

chosen as the most appropriate modifier.
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For preparation of composites three different method were performed.

These are pressing between two microscope slides, hot pressing and extrusion.

Aldrich pp and zeolite was mixed and melted on a microscope slide on a

hot plate. The molten mixture was pressed between two, microscope slides into

a thin film. The films Were taken from the slides after cooling down to room

temperature on laboratory bench. 0.030 g pp was mixed with zeolite in the range

of 0 to 50 % wt.

A hot press described by Ulutan (1994) as shown in Figure 8.1 was used

for the preparation of polypropylene composite films from Aldrich

polypropylene and Polinas polypropylene. 109 polypropylene was spread

evenly between two polyester films, and placed between two stainless steel

plates and heated to about 2000e under 100 bar pressure. The mould was

opened after cooling down to 120 °e. 0 - 40 % zeolite- Aldrich polypropylene

composite films were prepared. Films having 6 % zeolite from fibers obtained in

extrusion of Petkim pp were also obtained by hot pressing.
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Figure 7.1: Hot Press 1. upper heater 2. lower heater 3. ring 4. hydrolic

part 5. pressurizing wing 6. pressure indicator 7. temperature control 8.

cooling water outlet and inlet.(Ulutan; 1994)

o - 6 % zeolite Petkim polypropylene composites were prepared by

extrusion in Petkim (Aliaga) using Tonable Plastic Machinery extruder. The

temperature of the extruder was 260 DC, screw control was 550 rpm. Length to

diameter ( LID) ratio was 24. 45).1 and 2).1 particle size zeolites were used. The



cast film was quenched by a polished drum cooled by tap water and was drawn

by rollers with controlled speed.

The same experimental conditions in characterisation of pure pp films

were used. Heating and cooling curves of the composites prepared in hot press

were also obtained using Setaram DSC-92 at Ege University. 10°C fmin and 2

°c fmin rates were used in heating and cooling respectively. Each sample was

twice heated and cooled twice under the same conditions.

Optical micrograph of zeolite, pp, modified zeolite, and composite films

were taken both in transmission and reflection with optical microscope fitted

with Olympus BX-60, Olympus CH40 respectively. Optical microscope is

connectedto fitted Olympus PM-C35B camera.

Density of the 34 mm diameter films were measured by Archimede's

'pIe using the density kit of Sartorius YDK 01 balance. The weight of the

and the weight the water displaced by the sample were measured. The

s lighter than water were placed under a basket immersed in water in

to measure their weight in water. The samples heavier than water is placed

basket in order to measure their density.

Mechanical Testing of extruded and hot pressed films were performed by

ctric AX M 500. Dog bone samples were prepared according to ASTM

standard. The tensile tests on these films were carried out at a speed of



300 mm/min. Extruded films were also tested using Instron 1000 tensile tester

present in Polinas. Strips of 1 cm width and 30 cm length were stretched at 300

mm/min rate according to ASTM D-882.



Chapter VIII

In this work preparation of polypropylene-natural zeolite composite films

was investigated. The effects of a number of parameters such as natural zeolite

type, zeolite content, modifier, modification effect and preparation techniques

were investigated in some depth.

In this thesis, five different types of natural zeolites were examined. Most

proper natural zeolite for the preparation of composites was selected by

characterizing of these zeolites. The selected natural zeolite was modified to

prevent the agglomerations in the composite. Composites were prepared by

using three different methods; pressing between microscope slide, hot press and

by extrusion method. The natural zeolite types and their properties are given in

Table 8.1. Table 8.2 gives the comparison of the composite preparation

techniques.

Zeolite Types Colour Density (g/cmJ
)

Kuankoy White-light green 1.4

incal Brownish 2.09

Bigadic; Greenish 2.13

Gordes 1 White-pink 1.8

Gordes 2 White-yellow 1.76

As seen in Table 8.1 Kuankoy type natural zeolite is white and light

green in colour and it has the lowest density between five different type natural

zeolites. The density of Kuankoy is 1.4 g/cm3
. incal is brownish and the
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distributed in a large scale. They are between 10-100 fl, and also the distribution

of the fitiers are uneven. Due to large particle size uneven thickness and non

uniform distributions of the fillers, tearing is observed in some of the films.

Other preparing method was hot press method. The distribution of the filler was

also uneven thickness of the film prepared by hot press method was very thick

(560-870 fl). This was the main problem of this method.

8.1 Characterization of Polypropylene, Natural Zeolite,

Polypropylene - Natural Zeolite Composites by FTIR Spectroscopy

For having information about the chemical composition of the materials

and chain structure FTIR spectroscopy were used. As discussed in chapter 6, the

FTIR spectra of the polymers were analyzed by preparation of transparent films.

The same technique was used for polymer composite samples. Natural zeolites

FTIR spectra were taken by preparation of KBr pellets as discussed in chapter 6.

FTIR spectrum of a Gerdes 2 natural zeolite is given in Figure 8.1 and all

characteristic peaks of the natural zeolite given in Table 6.1 are observed in the

0.9
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There are small peaks related with C-H stretching vibration of organic

impurities at 2800 em'! in Gerdes 2 and incal zeolites.



The 609 cm-I peak was chosen to determine the amount of the

c1inoptilolite in the natural zeolite (Krivacsy et al.; 1992). To make a decision

about choosing the most proper natural zeolite, the absorbance of 609 cm·1

peaks in FTIR spectra of zeolites were normalized to the same absorbance scale

by dividing the peak height in mm to the maximum absorbance of the axis and

are shown in Figure 8.2.

Q) 0.3-
§ ~ 0.2 ~
E .c I

.~ ~ 0.1 ~
~ l:i '

co 01-

l1D609 cm-1 peak

.2800 cm-1 peak

Figure 8.2: Absorbance of typical clinoptilolite peak at 609 cm·1 and

hydrocarbon peak at 2800 cm-l for different natural zeolite.

As seen in Figure 8.2 incal and Bigadic; zeolites have higher absorbance

values, that indicates higher clinoptilolite content. The higher hydrocarbon

contents are in incal and Gordes 2.

Effect of modification was indicated by FTIR spectroscopy. Modification

of zeolite was made to prepare a homogenous dispersion and to prevent the

agglomerations of particles in polypropylene films. To modify the ground

zeolite particles three different modifiers (calcium stearate, stearic acid and

PEG (4000)) 3 percent modifiers were used in all modifiers. The FTIR spectra

of modified zeolites are shown in Figure 8.3. The C-H symmetric peaks were

observed in FTIR spectra of the modified composites. -CH2 asymmetric

stretching at 2930 cm-I and symmetric stretching at 2970 em-I.
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Figure 8.3: FTIR spectra of Calcium stearate, Stearic acid,

PEG ( 4000 ) modified zeolites.

Some of the natural zeolites were washed to remove impurities from the

surfaceof the natural zeolite. The washing process for particles about 1 or 2 mm

in size was carried out at 90°C. Natural zeolite particles were put into a 90°C

hotwater and washed, then the hot dirty water was thrown away by decantation.

The effects of washing, modification and particle size on the clinoptilolite

content of Gordes 1 which was dried at 85°C under 200 mbar pressure IS

shownin Figure 8.4. The 609 cm-1 peak was normalized for this purpose.
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45 mie. 2 mie
Gordes 1 gordes 1
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Type of natural zeolite

2mie.
modified
gordes 1

Figure 8.4: Effect of washing, modification and particle size on

clinoptilolite content of Gordes 1.
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As seen in Figure 8.4 impurities and some of the c1inoptilolite were

thrownaway by the way of washing process for Gordes 1 natural zeolite.

Modification does not effect the c1inoptilolite content of Gordes I natural

zeolite.

Effect of washing on clinoptilolite and hydrocarbon content of Gordes 2

is shown in Figure 8.5. From Figure 8.5 it is understood that the washing

processdecreased in a small extent the c1inoptilolite content and appreciably

hydrocarboncontent of Gordes 2 zeolite. For zeolite the impurities from the

surfaceof the Gordes 2 zeolite are removed mainly by the washing effect.

E ~ 0.3
E ~ 0.2
.~ g 0.1
E~ 0

unwashed
Types of natural zeolite

Figure 8.5: Effect of washing on c1inoptilolite and hydrocarbon content

of Gordes 2.

Effect of washing and acid leaching on Bigadi<; zeolite was investigated.

The comparison is shown in Figure 8.6.
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Figure 8.6: Effect of washing and acid leaching on clinoptilolite content

of Bigadiy zeolite.



Bigadi<;: zeolite was treated by Hel (1.6 N) ( Ozkan; 1998 ) . Normalized

absorbance values are given in Figure 8.6.

Washing process has different effects on clinoptilolite of Gordes 1,

Gordes 2 and Bigadi<;: zeolites. These effects may due to the natural zeolite

mines. Each zeolite sample was taken from different zeolite rocks. They may

contain different chemicals and impurities. These notable changes may effect

the clinoptilolite content of zeolites.

For characterization of polypropylene, 10-100 !l tranparent films were

prepared from Aldrich and Petkim polypropylene and were used in FTIR

spectroscopy. The FTIR spectrum of the polypropylene is shown in Figure 8.7.

Characteristic peaks of polypropylene seen in Table 6.2 were all present in the

spectrum of polypropylene.

Figure 8.7: FTIR Spectrum of Polypropylene 1: Aldrich polypropylene

2: Petkim polypropylene

The broad peaks at 3100 cm-1 and 1640 cm-1 are due to the antioxidant in

polypropylene.



8.1.3 FTIR Spectrum of Polypropylene-Natural Zeolite Composites,

Determination of Zeolite Content and Isotacticity Index

Polypropylene and 10% wt zeolite composites were prepared by heating

the mixture on a glass slide on hot plate and compressing the molten mixture

between two microscope slides. Some of the polypropylene zeolite composites

blackened during this process. The FTIR spectra of these composites are given

in Figure 8.8. Normalized c1inoptilolite contents of composites found from the

absorbance of 609 cm-1 peak are given in Figure 8.9.

<
4

O~i' ~I

Figure 8.8: FTIR Spectra of 10 % zeolite filled Aldrich polypropylene

composites.

As seen in Figure 8.8 the zeolite filled composites FTIR spectra are

already the same. The differences are observed because of the difference in



zeolite fraction. As it was mentioned before in section 6.1.1 and 6.2.1 all

characteristic zeolite and polypropylene peaks were observed in composite

films.
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Figure 8.9: Natural zeolite and 10 % natural zeolite polypropylene

composites 609 cm-1 peak

As seen in Figure 8.9 the 609 cm-1 peak is greater In polypropylene

natural zeolite composites than that of in pure naturel zeolite. Since KBr pellets

have 1 mg. zeolite / 200 mg KBr and polypropylene films have 10 % zeolite, the

films have higher zeolite content. The biggest natural zeolite content is in incal

filled polypropylene composite.

The blac.kening of the composites may be due to either oxidation of

polypropylene or metal ions in zeolites. Iron in zeolites oxidizes the composites

and give dark coloured products. The hydrocarbon present in zeolites may also

blacken when heated. When polypropylene is oxidized carbonyl groups form as

seen in Equation 8.1. The oxidation of polypropylene is prevented by

antioxidants added to polypropylene during production. Since zeolites are good

adsorbents for small molecules, antioxidants may be adsorbed on zeolites and

do not prevent oxidation of polypropylene. The carbonyl group (C=O) formed in

polypropylene has a stretching vibration at 1720 em-I. FTIR spectra of



composites seen III Figure 8.10 shows the presence of C=O groups in some

samples. The intensity of carbonyl peak of composites are shown in Figure

CH3 CH H

I I 3 I
- CHTCH~ + O2----.- -C=O + O=C-

1.6
1.4 -
1.2 t

1 -,
0.8
0.6 ~
0.4 -
0.2 -

o
2000

Figure 8.10: C=O group III 10 % KHankoy and Gordes 1 filled

composite films FTIR spectra.

As seen from Figure 8.10 the c=o peak of Gordes 1 zeolite filled

composite is smaller than that of in KHankoy zeolite filled composite.

Figure 8.11: 1720 cm-1 peak in 10 % natural zeolite polypropylene

composites.

As seen in Figure 8.11 the biggest c=o group concentration IS III

Kirankoy type zeolite filled polypropylene composites.
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a.l Gordes 1 609 cm-1 peak a.2 Gordes 1 3700 cm-1 peak

b.l Bigadiy 609 cm-1peak

Figure 8.12 FTIR spectra of a. Gordes 1 and b. Bigadiy type natural zeolite

composites



Composites with different zeolite content were prepared by using Bigadiy

and Gordes 1 type natural zeolite. The concentrations of zeolites in these

composites were 5, 10,20,30,40,50 percent by weight. 609 cm-1 clinoptilolite

content peak was investigated on Bigadiy and Gordes 1 type natural zeolite

composites. Figure 8.12 shows the FTIR spectra of some of these composites.

In Figure 8.12 the Gordes 1 and Bigadic type natural zeolites 609 and

3700 cm-1 peak is shown. From Figure 8.12 a.I the 5% zeolite filled composite

shows the smallest peak at 3700 cm-1 absorbance value and the largest isolated

OH bond content is seen in 50% zeolite filled composite. The same explanation

can be made for 609 cm-1 peak and for Bigadic type natural zeolite 3700 and

609 cm-1 peaks. Normalized clinoptilolite content of composites is as shown in

Figure 8.13.
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Figure 8.13 : Bigadiy and Gordes 1 type natural zeolite filled

composites clinoptilolite content, 609 cm-1 peak.

As seen III Figure 8.13 Bigadiy zeolite filled composites have higher

clinoptilolite content as seen in Figure 8.4. Because of the non-homogenous

dispersion of zeolites in composites the linear regression coefficients of lines



for Bigadic filled composites is 0.865 and for Gordes 1 filled composites it is

0.1772. The linear regression coefficient of Gordes 1 filled is smaller than

Bigadic filled composite.

Isolated OH stretching bond at 3700 cm'l is a characteristic natural

zeolite peak as indicated in Table 6.1. 3700 cm'l peak is examined for Bigadi9

and Gordes 1 type natural zeolite filled composites. AIL ratio versus zeolite

fraction for 3700 cm'l peak is given in Figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.14: 3700 cm'l peak for Bigadi9 filled polypropylene composites

and Gordes 1 filled polypropylene composites.

As shown in Figure 8.14 Bigadic zeolite filled composites have higher -

OH stretching values than Gordes 1. From Table 6.1 and 6.2 at 1060 cm'lzeolite

has a peak which is small and sharp and also at the same absorbance values

polypropylene has a wide peak. Figure 8.15 shows characteristic of pp peak at

1060 cm'l and 820 cm'l are characteristic of pp and the peak at 1060 cm'l for

zeolite. In determination of zeolitelpp ratio in composites, the absorbance of

1060 cm'l peak of the composite is resolved into zeolite (b) and pp (a) fraction

as indicated in Figure 8.15. The bla versus zeolite content is linear as seen in

Figure 8.16. The ratio of band c; (the absorbance of 820 cm'l peak

characteristic of pp) versus zeolite content was also linear as seen in Figure
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Figure 8.15 : FTIR spectra of a) zeolite, b) polypropylene, c) 20 % zeolite

filled polypropylene composite 1060 and 820 cm'l peak.
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Since absorbance of 3700 cm'! and 609 cm'! peaks were very small for

thin films prepared by extrusion, the bla or blc versus zeolite fraction

calibration curves in Figure 8.16 were used to determine their zeolite content.

These films had agglomerates and uneven dispersion of zeolite composites. By

using the calibration curve extruded films intended to have 2, 4 weight percent

zeolite actual weight fractions were found and given in Table 8.3.



Table 8.3: Intended and experimental weight fractions of extruded

compos-ites.

Intended content 1060 cm-1 normalized 820 cm-1 normalized

of zeolite values ( found) values ( found)

2% 27 % 15 %

4% 23 % 7%

From Table 8.3 intended and found values of extruded films are very

different from each other. Zeolite fraction values for 2 % and 4 % zeolites were

found 27 and 23 % respectively from Figure 8.16.a. The values are disconnected

from each other and they are very big than expected values. This difference

between intended and found values was because of the non-homogenous

dispersion in extruded films as it was mentioned before. For 2 and 4 % intended

actual content zeolite was found 15 and 7 % respectively from Figure 8.l6.b.

Especially the 4 % extruded films value ( 7 %) could be accepted.

Another study on FTIR spectroscopy was made to find the isotacticity

index of polypropylene as it is mentioned before in section 6.2.3 the isotacticity

index found from dividing the 998 cm-l peak to 974 cm-1 peak ( Horrocks and

D'Souza; 1991). The typical 998 and 974 cm-1 peaks are shown in Figure 8.17.
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Figure 8.17:

polypropylene.



By normallizing the 998 em-II 974 cm-I peaks for Petkim, Aldrich

polypropylene and microscope slide pressed composites the isotacticity index of

polypropylene" is found. The alb isotacticity values are given in Table 8.4.

alb

Petkim polypropylene 0.75

Aldrich polypropylene 0.94

5 % zeolite+polypropylene 0.98

lO% zeolite+polypropylene 0.81

20% zeolite+polypropylene 0.98

30% zeolite+polypropylene 0.98

40% zeolite+polypropylene -

50% zeolite+polypropylene -

As shown in Table 8.4 petkim polypropylene isotacticity is found 0.75

and Aldrich polypropylene isotacticity index is 0.94. Aldrich polypropylene

isotacticity is greater than that of Petkim pp. The isotacticity of the

polypropylene is used in this study is higher than the isotacticity ( 0.688 ) of the

polypropylene used by Horocks and D'Souza ( 1991 ). For composite materials

containing 5, 10,20,30 % zeolite filled composites isotacticity values are 0.98,

0.81, 0.98, 0.98 respectively. Since the 998 and 975 peaks are not measured for

40 and 50 % zeolite composites, isotacticity of these composite are not

calculated.

8.2 Selection of the Natural Zeolite and it's Modification for

Composite Preparation

As mentioned before, five different types of zeolites, Kuankoy, incal,

Bigadiy, Gordes 1 and Gordes 2 were characterized for choosing the most

appropriate natural zeolite. Gordes 1 was chosen as the proper natural zeolite.

For modification of natural zeolite PEG (4000), calcium stearate, and stearic



acid were used. These modifiers and modification effects were mentioned in

chapter 3. After modification of natural zeolite by each modifier; PEG (4000)

was chosen as the best modifier.

FTIR spectra of natural zeolites and clinoptilolite content were direct

attention to selection of the proper zeolite. Incal and Bigadic zeolites have the

highest clinoptilolite content. Gordes 1 and Gordes 2 and Bigadic type natural

zeolites were washed. The washing increased the zeolite content of Bigadic

zeolite. Washing changes the clinoptilolite content, but it may give extra cost to

composite preparation process.

Beside' clinoptilolite, hydrocarbon contents in natural zeolite are also

important. From Figure 8.2 incal and Gordes 2 type natural zeolites have higher

hydrocarbon content than the other zeolites.

Zeolite filled pp film IR spectra showed that the carbonyl (C=O) groups

formed from degradation of pp was the highest for Kuankoy zeolite filled

composite.

10 % zeolite filled polypropylene films were prepared and it was

observed that some of the composites were blackened during heating. They were

blackened may be because of oxidation of hydrocarbon present in natural

zeolite. As it's mentioned before in the highest hydrocarbon content was III

incal and Gordes 2 types zeolite and highest carbonyl content was in Kuankoy

filled composites. These three types of natural zeolites are eliminated for

preparation of composites. Other types of natural zeolites Gordes 1 and Bigadiy

types did not have any direct effect on blackening, but Bigadiy type natural

zeolite is Greenish and Gordes 1 is pink- white. Since these polypropylene

composite films will be used in packaging industry the white coloured one

namely Gordes 1 is selected as the most appropriate natural zeolite for

composite preparation.



Stearic acid, calcium stearate, PEG (4000) were used in surface

modification of zeolites. Natural zeolites were modified as discussed in chapter

The aim of surface modification is to obtain homogenous dispersion and

to break the agglomerates of zeolites in polypropylene. In dispersion the filler

polymer interaction may have a stabilizing effect. Modification of filler could be

used for having a good dispersion medium between filler and matrix.

Calcium stearate, stearic acid and PEG (4000) modified natural zeolites

were examined by using optical micrography. According to optical micrograph of

modified natural zeolites, PEG (4000) was chosen as the appropriate modifier. In

Figure 8.18 the optic microghraphs of pure natural zeolite and PEG (4000)

modified natural zeo lite are given.

As seen in Figure 8.18a- the natural zeolite was agglomerated, and after

modification by PEG (4000) the agglomerates were broken.

Figure 8.18: The Optic Micrograph of 75 times magnified a- Pure natural

zeolite b- PEG (4000) modified natural zeolite.

The maximum agglomerate size was 700ll and 150ll before and after PEG

(4000) treatment. The same effect was not observed under the same conditions

for stearic acid and calcium stearate modified natural zeolite. The chemical
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8.2.3 Particle Size of Aldrich pp and Selection of Particle Size of

Zeolite·

The particle SIze of Aldrich pp was found by sedimentation rate

measurement in water and by using Stoke's law ( Equation 7.1 ). The smallest

particle size of pp found as 2.63 !-t and the biggest size found as 100 !-t.

Natural zeolite rocks were ground by USlllg wet grinding technique.

Natural zeolites were ground first into small parts of 1 or 2 mm in size. Then

they were put into wet milling part. The critical speed of the ball mill calculated

from Equation 8.3 ( Reed; 1995) as 92 rpm.

WCR = 1/2 RII2

Where;·

R : Mill radius in meter ( m )

After ball milling, ground natural zeolite particles were sieved as

discussed in section 7.3. The particle size distribution of zeolite passing through

45 I-l sieve is as seen in Figure 8.19.
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As seen from Figure 8.19 all particles are below 45~. The mean particle

size of the zeolite is found 1O~.

Zeolite- pp films were obtained first by mIxmg 45~ sized zeolite and

Petkim pp by extrusion. The zeolite content was intended to be 2 and 4 %. The

extruded films were stretched in machine direction. Void formation similar to the

voids shown in Figure 5.3 and suggested by Nakamura et al. (1993) occurred by

stretching the films in machine direction. The extruded films have non-uniform

thickness and have agglomerates of zeolites and tearings. The optic micrographs

of these films can be seen in Figure 8.20.

As seen in Figure 8.20 voids were formed around the natural zeolite

particles. Expansion of air from pores of zeolites during heating in extruder and

entrapment of them on quenching is another reason for void formation in the

films. As long as the films are stretched void formation occurs and voids are

growing around the particles. When the zeolite particles were large tearing of the

film occurred. If the natural zeolite particles were smaller no tearing would

occur while stretching.

Figure 8.20: Reflected optical micrographs of extruded films with zeolite

having size lower than 45~ a) 75 times magnified composite film b) 150

times magnified composite films.

2 ~ natural zeolite and polypropylene were also extruded. The films were

non-homogenous, non-uniform thickness and agglomerations were observed, but

no tearing occured for 2 to 4 % zeolites. For 6 % zeolite the films were thorn

during extrusion. Fibers of composites rather than films were obtained. The
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transmitted and reflected optical micrographs of 6 % zeolite filled pp composites

are seen in Figure 8.21 and 8.22 respectively.

Figure 8.21: Transmitted optical micrograph of 2!J. size 6 % zeolite filled

polypropylene films a) 100 times magnified composite film b)250 times

magnified composite film c) 400 times magnified composite film.

Figure 8.22: 2!J. size 6 % zeolite filled pp films 75 times magnified

reflected optical micrograph.

As seen from Figure 8.21 (a) the spherical dark particles are zeolite

particles. The brighter under the layer is pp. While the composite was stretched

in machine direction the drawing direction could be seen as a layer. Figure 8.21

(b) was magnified 250 times and the drawing direction and air spaces around

zeolite could be seen. In Figure 8.21 (c) the composite was magnified 400 times

and zeolites could not seen but the air bubbles are seen from figure.

Figure 8.22 was taken by using reflected optical micrograph. The sample

was magnified 75 times and zeolite particles and three dimension pp layer in the

direction of drawing unit could be seen.



The optical micrographs of the tensile tested films can be seen in Figure

8.23. The films were elongated 3.37 times in stretching direction.

Figure 8.23: Tensile tested films a)100 times magnified b) 400 times

magnified taken by using transmitted optical micrograph.

Extruded 4 % zeolite filled pp composite film were stretched in machine

direction while the extrusion process was applied. Then the film stretched in

transverse direction in tensile testing and the drawing size could be seen from

Figure 8.23a. The zeolite particle is dark and in the middle of the cavitations and

these are seen brighter than the zeolite. The brighter part represents air bubbles.

The optical micrographs of hot pressed films were taken by usmg

transmitted optical micrograph and these are given in Figure 8.24.

As seen from Figure 8.24 the hot pressed films were magnified 100 times.

Figure 8.24(a) shows for the Aldrich pp composite, there are some particles seen

in the Figure. The range of particle size of pp 2.6-100 "l. Since the powder was

not mixed in hot press during pressing at 200 DC, they were melted and fused to

each other keeping their identity. Figure 8.24 (b), (c) and (d) shows zeolite filled

pp composites; the dark objects are zeolites and the brighter are pp. As seen in

Figure 8.24 the zeolite particles were agglomerated and did not disperse in the

pp medium. Entrapped air with branched structure was also present in the films

as seen in Figure 8.24 b, c, and d.
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Figure 8.24: Transmitted optical micrograph of hot press films a) 100

times magnified hot pressed Aldrich pp b) 100 times magnified 10 %

zeolite filled hot pressed composite c) 100 times magnified 20 % zeolite

filled hot pressed composite d) 100 times magnified 40 % zeolite filled

hot pressed composite.

In this project, DSC was used to analyze the melting and crystallization

behaviour of polypropylene and polypropylene-natural zeolite composites.

Two types of polypropylene were used for composite preparation. They

are aldrich and petkim polypropylene. The DSC curves of Petkim and Aldrich

polypropylene are shown in Figure 8.25. The experiment was carried at a rate of

10°C / min until 300 DC, under nitrogen inert gas flow with a rate of 15 mllmin.
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Figure 8.25: DSC curves of a- Aldrich polypropylene , b- Petkim

polypropylene.

From the melting curves of Aldrich and Petkim polypropylene in Figure

8.25 the heat of fusion, was found as 71.5 kJ/kg, and 61.5 kJ/kg for Aldrich and

Petkim polypropylene, respectively. The difference is observed because of the

different crystallinities of the two polypropylenes. The % crystallinity changes

with the rate of cooling of molten pp. The faster the pp is cooled, the lower the

degree of crystallinity. Aldrich pp has higher heat of fusion, thus higher

crystallinity than Petkim pp.

The heating rates, peak temperatures, and heat of fusion ( ~Hf ) and %

crystallinity values are given in Table 8.5. ~Hf, 209 kJ/kg for 100 % crystalline

pp ( Horrocks and D'Souza 1991) is used to find the crystallinity of composites

using Equation 8.4.

Heat of fusion of 100 %
crystalline sample



Heating Rate Peak Temperature L'lHr %

°c / min °c kJ/kg Crystallinity

5 161 54.58 0.26

10 162 61.52 0.29

20 161 52.71 0.25

From Table 8.5 for different heating rates the heat of melting values

changed but the peak temperatures did not. As it was mentioned before in

section 6.2.2 Kim et al.(1997) studied on the effect of melting thermograms of

i-polypropylene and found that a new peak observed if the heating rate is

lowered. In Petkim polypropylene the peak temperature did not change while the

heating rate is changed. This means that the Petkim polypropylene is in a stable

crystalline form. Heat of melting values are slightly different from each other.

The crystallinity values does not change with heating rate. Degree of

crystallinity of Petkim pp are within the range of 0.25 -0.29.

As explained before in section 7.6 three different composite preparation

techniques were used. The films which were prepared between two microscope

slides were analyzed in first sight. These composites were prepared by using

Aldrich polypropylene. DSC curves of these are given in Figure 8.26.
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As seen from Figure 8.26 all samples melt about 160 °c. Information

obtained from these curves are given in Table 8.6.

Zeolite fraction Peak ilHr %

temperature ( kJ/kg) Crystallinity

polypropylene 163.8 71.5 0.34

film

5% 162.7 99.3 0.47

10 % 163.7 98.7 0.47

20 % 162.7 83.0 0.39

30 % 161.6 50 0.24

40 % 163.8 64.6 0.31

50 % 162.2 67.9 0.32

As seen in Table 8.6 the peak values are not so different from each other

it IS about 162 DC but heat of melting found from the area of the peak is

different from each sample. Aldrich pp film has lower crystallinity than

composite with 5 %zeolite. This may be due to faster rate of cooling of pp film.

Degree of crystallinity values are with in the range of 0.24 - 0.47. Heat of



melting versus zeolite fraction values gave a linear relation ship as shown ill

Figure 8.27.
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From Figure 8.27 the linearity of curve is not good. Regression

coefficient is 0.7903. Some of the heat of melting values are different than

predicted. The difference and nonlinearity comes from the non-homogenity of

zeolite particles in composites as mentioned before. From Table 8.6 and Figure

8.27 the heat of melting values are not expected values because films have

different zeolite fractions and distribution of zeolite.

The other preparation technique was extrusion. In DSC only the 6 %

zeolite filled extruded composite were characterized. The composite were

heated 5, 10, 20 DC/min heating rates. The peak temperature, the heat of melting

values were investigated. The DSC curve of 6 % zeolite filled Petkim pp at 5,

10, 20 DC/min heating rates from 25-300 DC under inert N2 gas flow is shown in

Figure 8.28.
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From Figure 8.31 the onset value of the curves is 146°C and the end set

value is 172 °C. These two values are same as for Aldrich and Petkim pp and

other composites'; onset and endset values. The peak temperature is also the

same 162°C. The heat of melting value is 60.59 kJ/kg. The peak temperature

and heat of melting values for 5, 10, 20°C I min heating rate are given in Table

Table 8.7 :Different heating rate of DSC values for, 6 % zeolite filled

extruded polypropylene.

Heating rate Peak Temperature °c LiHr % Crystallinity

°C/min kJ/kg

5 162 55.75 0.27

10 162 60.59 0.29

20 162 55.66 0.27

As seen in Table 8.7 the peak temperature for 6 % zeolite filled

polypropylene did not change. The crystallinity degree does not change deeply

by changing the heating rate.

Other prepared composites are hot press films with 10 % zeolite filled

Aldrich polypropylene composites DSC curve is given in Figure 8.29. The

experiment was carried under N2 inert gas and at a rate of 10°C I min until 300

°C.



From Figure 8.29 the onset value is 122 and the endset value is 170 DC.

The melting peak temperature is 164 DC and the heat of melting value is found

38.69 kJ/kg. Heat of melting values of extruded and microscope slide pressed

films are different. The difference is observed because the sample which were

analysed contain more zeolite than predicted. The hot press films examined at

different heating rates at DSC; the peak temperature values and heat of melting

values are given in Table 8.8.

Table 8.8 : Different heating rates for 10 % zeolite filled composites

DSC values

Heating rate Peak Temperature Heat of melting % Crystallinity

°C/min °c kJ/kg

5 162 66.78 0.32

10 162 38.69 0.19

20 162 55.43 0.27

As seen in Table 8.8 the peak temperature values are the same like in all

polypropylene composites. The same explanation for extruded polypropylene

composite film could be made for hot press polypropylene composite.

In hot press method the films were prepared with 0, 6, 10, 20, 30, 40 %

zeolite by weight. All of these samples were heated at 10 DC / min until 250 DC

and cooled until 30 DC at a heating rate of 2 DC/min. The same heating - cooling

order is repeated for a second time for each sample using Setaram DSC 92.



Figure 8.30 shows the hot pressed Aldrich pp, 10 %, 20 %, and 40 % zeolite

filled composite melting and crystallization curves. These experiments were

done to get the crystallization and melting information of composites given in

Table 8.9 and 8.10.

As seen from Figure 8.30.a for Aldrich pp the composite melts at 168.2

DC and the heat of melting is 83.4 Jig. The crystallization temperature of pure pp

is 117.1 DC and heat of crystallization is 79.7 Jig. For 10 % zeolite filled

composite, the composite melts at 179 DC and the heat of melting is 75.9 Jig.

The crystallization temperature of composite is 119.9 DC and heat of

crystallization is 65.5 Jig. 20 % zeolite filled composite melts at 179 DC and the

heat of melting is 74.2 Jig. The crystallization temperature of composite is

122.8 DC and heat of crystallization is 64.8 Jig. 30 % zeolite filled composite

melts at 171.4 DC and the heat of melting is 69.9 Jig. The crystallization

temperature of composite is 123.7 DC and heat of crystallization is 58.3 Jig.

The 40 % zeolite filled composite melts at 171.4 DC and the heat of

melting is 69.9 Jig. The crystallization temperature of composite is 123.7 DC and

heat of crystallization is 58.3 Jig.

Zeolite Melting Crystallization 8.Hm 8.Hcry %

Fraction T max T max °c Jig Jig Crystallinity

°c
Aldrich pp 172.5 113.6 59.39 84.5 0.40

0% film 168.2 117.1 83.36 79.7 0.38

6 % film 174.2 122.7 79.19 72.9 0.34

10 % film 179.0 119.9 75.90 65.6 0.31

20 % film 179.0 122.8 74.25 64.8 0.31

30 % film 171.4 123.7 69.90 58.3 0.27

40 % film 174.7 124.4 68.77 59.1 0.28
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From Table 8.9 and 8.10 melting 1 value is for the first heating of

material and melting 2 shows the second heating step values. The 1 and 2

values are different from each other especially the 6H values. The heat of

fusion values for the first and second heating of composites reflects the state

of crystallinity obtained in press and in DSC respectively.

As zeolite fraction increases, the polypropylene fraction decreases and

if zeolite has no effect on crystallinity a linear decrease of heat of fusion is

expected with increasing zeolite content. On the other hand, the zeolite may

act as nucleating agent in crystallization of polypropylene and may lead high

degree of crystallinity than pure polypropylene. The linear relation between

heat of fusion and zeolite fraction seen in Figure 8.31 and 8.32 indicated

zeolite had no effect on crystallization of pp.

Table 8.10: 2nd melting and crystallization values of composites

Zeolite Melting Crystallization L'lHm L'lHcry %

Fraction Tmax °c Tmax °c Jig Jig Crystal Iin ity

Aldrich 172 114.9 81.2 84.20 0.40

polypropy

lene

0% film 173 117.4 79.6 79.47 0.38

6 % film 172.5 124.0 77.2 72.85 0.34

10%film 173.6 120.5 73.4 67.00 0.32

20 % film 172.5 125.2 68.8 65.19 0.31

30 % film 175.2 124.6 61.9 58.67 0.28

40 % film 173.1 125.5 62.2 59.78 0.28

\
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Figure 8.31: Hot pressed films heat of fusion versus zeolite fraction

values

Figure 8.31 gIves approximately a linear relationship because the

linear regression coefficient of the line is 0.9. The linearity means the samples

that were taken, contain the actual zeolite fraction and also the zeolites were

good dispersed in the polypropylene medium.For 2nd heat of fusion values the

same linear relation is also valid. The linear regression coefficient of the line

in Figure 8.32 is 0.8.
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Figure 8.32: Heat of crystallization of hot pressed films versus zeolite

fraction values.

Since, the same cooling program was used In first and second

crystallization, pp was crystallized to the same extent. Thus the same degree

of crystallinity were obtained when composites were cooled in the same

manner. The film obtained in extruder by quenching lower crystallinities (27 -

29 %) were obtained than that of films prepared by pressing and air cooling

(40 %) as expected.



For studying the crystallization behaviour of the composites Avrami

plot was used. The Avrami Equation was given in section 6.2 as Equation 6.1.

The Avrami plot for Aldrich pp and for composite with 20 % zeolite is given

in Figure 8.33.
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The degree of crystallinity (8) versus time of crystallization were

computed using the crystallization peak of the films. Even if crystallization

were not done at constant temperature, it occurred in a small temperature

range of 120-110 DC. Thus the use of the Avrami equation valid at constant

temperature was justified. In section 6.2.3 according to the Equation 6.2 the

In(-ln(I-8)) versus In(t) graphs slope should give n ( crystallinity value) and

the intercept should give k ( rate of crystallization ). As seen from Figure 8.33

the n value as for hot pressed pp and 10 % zeolite filled pp were found 1.8 and

1.9 respectively. Since very close n values were obtained for pure and zeolite

filled pp, zeolite did not effect appreciablly the crystallization behaviour of

pp. n values between for calcium carbonate (2.2) and for calcium stearate

coated calcium carbonate filled (1.5) pp composites made by McGenity et al.

(1982). The K values were found for pp and hot press composite 3.8 and 3.9

respectively.



8.4. Characterization of Polypropylene and Polypropylene-Zeolite

Compo'sites by TGA

In this study by using TGA of the polypropylene and natural zeolite-

polypropylene composites weight losses by the increase of temperature were

examined. Generally all samples were studied until 600°C under 15 mllmin N2

inert gas. The temperature of 600°C is enough for polypropylene. Ulku et al.

studied Gordes 1 zeolite used in composite preparation. In this project at 500°C

Gordes 1 zeolite kept in 75% relative humidity at 25°C lost 11.2 % water.

In polypropylene characterization both Aldrich and Petkim polypropylene

were used. Figure 8.34 shows the TGA curves for Aldrich and Petkim

polypropylene.

1001,

Figure 8.34: TGA curve for Petkim polypropylene and Aldrich

polypropylene.

From Figure 8.34 for Petkim polypropylene the weight loss started at

220°C and at about 390 °c 95.9 % polypropylene lost. TGA gives information



about degradation of polypropylene as explained in 6.2.3. Second and slow

mass loss step was observed in the range 390-600 DC the material loss was 3.906

%. Totally mass loss for 600 DC was 99.8 %. For Aldrich polypropylene weight

loss started at' about 208 DC and 100 % weight loss occurred at about 500 DC in

Microscope slide pressed composites were examined in TGA. Zeolite

filled composites ranged between 0 and 30 percent zeolite were analyzed. All of

the composites show the same environment and start to degrade about 200 DC

and degradation was completed about 550 DC. Depending on the zeolite content

the percentage of weight loss was not 100 % as for polypropylene's. The

remained mas's percent at the end of degradation should be nearly equal to

zeolite percent, since zeolite is not volatile. Temperatures of the starting and

termination of the degradation, weight losses and percentage of the remained

mass are given in Table 8.11.

Table 8.11: TGA values indicating weight loss, %, and temperatures of

0-30 % zeolite filled microscope slide pressed composite.

Zeolite Temperature DC Weight loss Remained

fraction % mass
Starting of Termination of
degradation degradation

0% 208 500 100 0
Aldrich pp

10 % 200 580 88.5 4.5
20 % 190 560 83.1 16.9
30 % 190 550 84.6 15.4

As seen in Table 8.11 the starting degradation temperature of all

composite lower than that of polypropylene. The weight loss of Aldrich

polypropylene is 100 % , that is all of the polypropylene is degraded by heating



undergo to degradation and only the polypropylene would be degraded. Starting

from this idea 10 %, 20 %, and 30 % zeolite filled polypropylene composite

should loose weight 90 %, 80 %, and 70 % respectively. On the other hand for

10,20,30 % zeolite filled composite 88.5, 83, 84 % weight loss occurred. These

values are different that expected weight loss values because the samples that

were analyzed, were not in the desired zeolite percent due to uneven dispersion

of zeolite in composites.

The other examined composites were extruded materials. These samples

are heated until 1000 °c at a heating rate of 10°C/min. Figure 8.35 gives the

extruded composites TGA curves.
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Figure 8.35: TGA curves of 2%,4%, 6% zeolite filled

polypropylene composites.

As seen from Figure 8.35 all samples starts degradation about 220°C.

Petkim polypropylene loose 100 % of the weight and 2, 4, and 6 % zeolite

composite did not loose all of the weight, remaining weight should give the

information about zeolite content in the composite. Table 8.12 gives the

temperatures of the starting and termination of degradation, weight losses and

percentage of the remained mass.



Table 8.12: TGA values indicating weight loss %, and temperatures of

0- 6 % zeolite filled microscope slide pressed composite.

Zeolite Temperature DC Weight loss Remained

fraction Starting of Termination of mass
degradation degradation

0% 220 550 100 0
Petkim pp

2% 230 575 99 I

4% 230 575 98 2
6% 240 575 91 9

From Table 8.12 Petkim polypropylene started degradation at 220 DC but

the composites started 10-20 DC later. Termination of degradation for Petkim

polypropylene is at 550 DC and for the zeolite filled composites were at 575 DC.

The degradation temperature of composites shifts to higher values due to zeolite

content in the composite. Remaining mass losses for composites for 2, 4, and 6

% zeolite filled composite are 1, 2, and 9 respectively. These values are not the

desired values. The expected values for 2, 4, and 6 % should be the same as

their values. The TGA results are different than expected values, this means

uneven dispersion in the extruded films are observed in TGA results. Because of

uneven dispersion the analyzed samples gives different results.

Aldrich polypropylene, Petkim polypropylene, 6 % zeolite filled extruded

film, and 10 % zeolite filled hot pressed films were analyzed at different heating

rates to obtain the effect of heating rate. Aldrich polypropylene TGA curves at

different heating rates are given in Figure 8.36.
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As seen from Figure 8.36 changing the heating rates effects the

degradation temperature. Increasing the heating rate also lllcreases the

degradation temperature. The temperatures that degradation started for 5

°C/min, 10 °C/min, and 20 °C/min were found 220°C, 240 °c and 260°C

respectively. Heating rate influences the termination of degradation temperature.

As the heating rate increases the termination of degradation values decrease,

such as at 5 °C/min, 10 °C/min, and 20 °C/min heating rates termination

temperatures were 540°C, 510°C, and 420 °c respectively. At the end of 600

°c all of the sample were degraded.

In Figure 8.37 Petkim polypropylene TGA curves were given. As seen in

Figure 8.37 for Petkim pp degradation starts at about 220°C. At different

heating rates the starting degradation temperature did not changed. The same

explanation is true for the termination degradation temperature and it was 550

°c. From Fig~re 8.37 the sample which was heated at a rate of 10 °C/min did

not exhibit the expected one. This curve must be between the curves for 5 and

the 20 °C/min heated samples. The weight loss of the Petkim pp at the end of

600°C was 100 %.

6% zeolite filled extruded film was heated at different heating rates and

the curves are given in Figure 8.38.
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Figure 8.38: TGA analysis of 6 % zeolite filled, extruded polypropylene

film at different heating rates.

From Figure 8.38 all samples were started degradation at about 220°C at

different heating rates. The termination of degradation value for 5 °C/min

heating rate was 520°C for 10 °C/min and 20 °C/min it was found 550°C. This

difference is because of at high heating rates the samples are exposed to high

temperatures for shorter times.
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10 % zeolite filled hot pressed film was heated at different heating rates

and the curves are given in Figure 8.39.
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Figure 8.39: TGA analysis of 10 % zeolite filled, hot pressed composite

at different heating rates.

As seen in Figure 8.39, for all heating rate the starting temperature did

not change anq it was found 220 DC. Termination of degradation temperature of

composite was for 5, 10, 20 DC/min 550 DC. The 10 DC/min heated sample's

TGA curve was not between the 5 and 20 DC/min heated samples TGA curve.

This may due to uneven dispersion of zeolite in the samples used in TGA

analysis.

Aldrich, Petkim pp and 6 % zeolite filled extruded pp and 10 % zeolite

filled composites kinetic analysis were made by using TGA kinetic analysis

software of Shimadzu 51 TGA. The kinetic analysis software can be described

by Ozawa principle as explained before in section 6.3. Three different heating

rates 5, 10, and 20 DC/min were used to analyze the materials. Figure 8.40 and

Figure 8.41 give the Ozawa plots.



The Ozawa plot, which is the logarithm of heating rate versus liT at

constant x values is seen for 20, 40, 60 and 80 % conversions in Figure 8.40.

From the slopes of the lines activation energy, E is found for different weight

losses and tabulated in Table 8.13.

Table 8.13: Activation energy at different weight loss values and average

activation energy

Weight Loss

Type of pp 80 65 40-49 27-33 Average

Petkim pp 59.3 53.0 51.9 50.5 53.57

Aldrich pp 56.7 52.7 51.2 50.3 52.7

6 % extruded 42.9 45.2 49.8 55.5 48.3

10 % hot pressed 67.2 70.6 69.5 63.8 67.8

C ( mass loss) read from the graphs x is found from the Equation 6.4.b.

giving L= 4.9 and 5.0 G(x) is found from Equation 6.5. Reduced time 0 is

found from Equation 6.2. In Figure 8.41 G(x) versus reduced time is plotted.

The slope of the line gives A according to Equation 6.2.



For Petkim, Aldrich pp and 6 % zeolite filled extruded film, 10 %

zeolite filled hot pressed films; the activation energy 'E', order 'L', frequency

factor' A', and reaction rate 'k' values at 250°C were found from their Ozawa

and frequency factor plots and are given in Table 8.14.

According to Ozawa principle volatilization is an important property, and

order value 'L' gives information about volatilization of pp. Equation 8.5

shows degradation of pp by heat and the difference between volatile and

nonvolatile materials.

If the degree of polymerization of degraded polymer is lower than a

critical L value, it is volatile. For pp L is around 5. k is rate constant of the first

order degradation reaction calculated at 250°C from Arhenius Equation 8.6.



E n A k x 103

(kcal/mol) lImin lImin

Petkim polypropylene 59.34 4.9 2.39xl03 3.4

Aldrich polypropylene 56.35 4.9 3.57xl03 8.4

6 % zeolite filled 42.90 5.0 5.88xl02 30

extruded film

10 % zeolite filled hot 67.18 5.0 3.03xl02 5.9

presses film

As seen from Table 8.14 for Petkim pp, and for 6 % zeolite filled

extruded pp film the activation energy found as 59.34 and 42.90 kcallmol

respectively. The extruded films were prepared from Petkim pp and as seen

from Table 8.14 the zeolite decreases the activation energy. For Aldrich pp and

10 % zeolite filled hot pressed film the kinetic energy was found as 56.35 and

67.18 kcallmol respectively. Zeolite increases the activation energy of Aldrich

Degree of polymerization of volatile polymer. L were nearly the same

for pure pp (4.9) and zeolite added pp (5.0).

While zeolite accelerated the degradation of Petkim pp, it decelerated the

degradation of Aldrich·pp at 250 DC. Since the reaction rate constant at 250 DC

was 3 Ax 10-3 and 8Ax 10-3 min -I respectively for extruded Petkim pp and

composite made of Petkim pp and 6 % zeolite. The reaction rate constant at 250

DC was 3.0xl0-3 and 5.9xl0-3 min-1 respectively for Aldrich pp and composite

from Aldrich pp and 10 % zeolite.



Microporous polypropylene sheets have pores around the filler particles as

mentioned before in section 5.1. The pores are lowering the density of the

composites. The density of the polypropylene and zeolite is 0.89 and 1.8

respectively. The most important property of the pearlescent films is lowering the

density by obtaining pores while stretching the films; this property causes to

decrease the manufacture cost of the composites. The density was measured by

using Sartorious YDK 01 balance as it was explained in 7.7.c. Extruded films

were stretched in machine direction so only the densities of the extruded films

with zeolites should be lower than that of the films without zeolite. The densities

of the 45 fl and 2fl zeolite filled polypropylene composites are as given in Table

8.15 and 8.16 respectively. For 45fl zeolite filled composites with 2 % and 4 %

zeolite, the samples were taken from the beginning and the end rolls of the films.

The same method were applied for 2fl zeolite filled composites having in 2, 4,

and 6 % zeolite.

Zeolite fraction Thickness ( mm ) Density ( g/cm3
)

0% ( polypropylene) 0.01 0.88

2 % ( beginning) 0.07 0.86

2 % ( end) 0.06 0.9

4 % ( beginning) 0.07 0.89

4 % ( end) 0.03 0.88

The density of polypropylene is 0.88 and the composites densities are

about the same; namely the composite fraction value and stretching did not cause

great differences in the density of 45 ).L composites.



Zeolite fraction Thickness ( mm ) Density ( g/cm3
)

2 % ( beginning) 0.01 0.87

2 % ( middle) 0.02 0,82

2 % ( end) 0.04 0.77

4 % ( beginning) 0.05 0.73

4 % (middle) 0.02 0.87

4 % ( end) 0.03 0.73

6 % ( beginning) 0.05 0.83

6 % (middle) 0.03 0.78

From Table 8.16 the density values of composites are lower than the

polypropylene's density. For 2% middle sample the density was found as 0.82 and

for end sample it was found as 0.77. For 4% beginning and end samples the

density was found as 0.73. For 6% end sample it was found as 0.78.

Table 8.15 and 8.16 show that the densities of2f,! zeolite filled composites

were lower than the density of 45 ).!zeolite filled composites. But these values are

not in the desired level. The desired level in the commercial meaning is 0.6

g/cm3
. Generally in industry the composites are firstly mixed to prepare

masterbatches. Masterbatch means polypropylene and the filler material mixed

evenly in the desired filler fraction and pelletized in an extruder. Then the

prepared masterbatch pellets are put into the film extruder. In these project the

filler in powder form and polypropylene in pellet form were mixed and were put

into the extruder. The zeolite particles were smaller and had higher density than

the polypropylene particles so; in extrusion process first the zeolites are

introduced into the extruder and composites mixed un-homogenously while

extrusion process is continued. The composites could not be stretched in the

machine direction because tearing was observed when the zeolite content was

high and the air bubbles were not entrapped in the desired level. Thus the density

of the composites was not find low desired.



Hot pressed composites theoretical densities were calculated from

Equation 8.7. The experimental densities were measured, by using density kit of

Sartorious YDK 01 balance and also from sample mass and volume. The

experimental and theoretical densities are given in Table 8.17.

Table 8.17: Hot pressed composites theoretical and experimental

densities

Density g/cm3
E

Zeolite Thickness Theoretical Experimental

Fraction (mm) Density Sartorious Sample
()"

0% 0.56 0.89 1.0
0.90 -

6% 0.39 0.95 1.08 0.98 -
10 % 0.71 0.98 0.96 0.93 0.05

20 % 0.60 1.1 1.04 0.97 0.11

30 % 0.63 1.2 1.02 1.03 0.15

40 % 0.83 1.3 1.09 1.01 0.16

Where;

de: Density of composite

M: Mass

d : Density

1 : Zeolite

2 : pp

Taking density of zeolite as 1.8 g/cm3.

From Table 8.17 the theoretical values are greater than the pure

polypropylene's density. The experimental values are smaller than the

theoretical's. Indicating the presence of voids in composites. Indeed, in Figure



8.24 the branched shaped air pockets are observed. The void volume of fractions

composites are found from Equation 8.8 and are given in Table 8.17.

dc,e=(1-E )xdc,t

Where;

e: experimental

t: theoretical

d: density

E: void volume fraction

Hot pressed and extruded pp composites mechanical tests were performed

by using Testometric AX M 500. Instron 1000 ( Polinas ) were used for repeating

only extruded films mechanical tests. The samples were shaped for Testometric

AX M 5000 according to ASTM D-638 standard as seen in Figure 8.42 and for

Instron 1000 ASTM D-882 standard as it was mentioned before in section 7.7.d.

Figure 8.42: 10 % zeolite filled hot pressed sample shaped according to

ASTM D-638 standards.



The hot pressed samples mechanical tests were performed and the

mechanical behaviour of hot pressed composites are given in Table 8.18. The

samples were prepared and tested three times and mean values of the tests were

given in the same Table.

As seen in Table 8.18 for pure pp, which was prepared in hot press, the

stress at peak value found 25.9 N/mm2. For composites the stress at peak value

was decreasing by the increasing zeolite content. Strain at peak values showed

also the same property. While the pure pp strain at peak is 4.7 %, the composites

strain percentage at peak were decreasing by increasing zeolite fraction in the

range 0.42-4.42. The stress at break and strain at break points from Table 8.17

were also decreasing with increasing zeolite fraction. In hot pressed films, for

some of the filins it was not possible to measure any strain and stress at break

points, due to uneven zeolite dispersion in the films. Some of the samples were

more brittle because of excessive zeolite content. In Testometric AX M 500

young modulus of the samples were calculated from the recorded data. Some of

the samples strain - stress diagrams did not give necessary values to calculate the

young modulus. Only Aldrich pp and 6 % zeolite filled composite's young

modulus were calculated. These are found as 569 and 885 N/mm2 respectively.

The young modulus of 6 % zeolite filled composite was greater than that of pp'



Zeolite Stress at Strain at Stress at Strain at break Young modulus

fractio peak peak break %
n N/mm2 % N/mm2 Mean Mean

Mean Mean Mean

Pure 27.1 4.1 4.0 6.3 716.3
pp 25.9 4.7 4.1 5.9 569.0

24.9 5.3 4.2 5.4 421.8
6% 20.6 2.4 4.1 3.6 -

19.2 20.7 2.5 2.5 1.2 3.2 3.8 3.6 837 885.8
22.3 2.6 4.3 3.4 934.5

10% 13.7 2.3 2.9 3.1 -
8.9 9.8 1.2 4.4 4.4 3.5 1.3 2.1
6.8 0.9 3.2 1.9

20% 3.5 0.9 0.3 1.7 -

2.0 3.76 0.9 0.9 - 1.5 - 1.5
5.7 0.9 2.7 1.2

30% 9.4 1.7 3.8 1.8 -
2.6 6.1 0.5 1.1 2.4 3.1 2.4 2.1
6.2 1.2 - -

40% 0.9 0.35 - - -
1.9 1.4 0.57 0.42 - 0.7 - 1.0
- 0.35 0.7 1.0
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Figure 8.43: The stress strain curves of a)lO % b) 30 % zeolite filled

hot pressed samples.

As seen from Figure 8.43 the stress - strain diagrams of the hot pressed

samples have neither elastic nor plastic region. Stress and strain values at the

break points was very small and the samples were broken easily when the tension

was applied.

The optical micrographs of hot pressed films in Figure 8.24 showed the

presence of branched shaped air pockets in composites indicating incomplete

fusion of pp particles in filled films. Since it was not possible to evacuate the air

emitted from the pores of zeolite particles in hot press, cohesion of pp the



particles did not occur properly. Thus unless an evacuated die is developed, it is

not proper to use hot press for composite preparation.

Extruded films mechanical test were performed in Testometric AX M 500

and Instron 1000 mechanical testing device. The samples were shaped rectangular

according to ASTM stand art D-882. For the mechanical tests which were

performed in Testometric AX M 500 stress- strain diagrams are given in Figure

8.44 and the values are given in Table 8.19. Measured values with the Instron

1000 mechanical testing device are given in Table 8.20.
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Figure 8.44: Strain - stress diagram of a) Petkim pp b)2 % zeolite filled

extruded films.
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Zeolite Stress at peak Strain at Stress at Strain at break Young

Fraction N/mm2 peak % break N/mm2 % modulus

Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean

Petkim 52.4 196.7 14.3 260 -
pp 57.1 50.8 3.7 68.6 22.1 17.5 52 164 1117.1 806

42.9' 5.4 16 180 494.6

2% 21.2 4.3 3.5 203.5 374.8

30.9 26.1 275.3 94.2 7.1 6.3 310 204.5 - 406.2

26.2 3.0 8.2 100 437.5

4% 21.4 290.0 2.9 320 -
25.7 27.6 3.85 159.1 8.5 7.1 95 205 493.3 493.3

35.7 183.3 10 200 -

As seen in Table 8.19 the pure pp' s stress at peak value find 50.8 N/mm2
.

Stress at peak values were decreasing by increasing zeolite content. The percent

strain at peak value for pp is 68.6 and for increasing zeolite content the strain

value is also increasing. This means that the increasing zeolite content increases

elongation. For stress at break points the values were decre'asing and for strain at

break increasing while the zeolite content increases. The young modulus of the

materials were found 805.9, 406.2, and 493.3 for pp, 2 % zeolite filled pp, and 4

% zeolite filled pp respectively. The young modulus of the samples decreases by

increasing the zeolite fraction.
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Figure 8.45: Tensile testing of a) pure pp b) 4 % extruded pp

films in Polinas

Zeolite Stress at Strain at Stress at Strain at Young Modulus

fraction Peak N/mm2 Peak % Break N/mm2 Break % N/mm2

Petkim pp 18.1 9.1 6.9 409 706.1

2% 11.5 3.3 3.8 49.5 603.5

4% 14.6 423.1 13.7 428.9 470.3

As seen in Table 8.20 the stress at peak values of Petkim pp is 18.1 N/mm2

and the zeolite filled pp films stress at peak values were smaller than pp. The

strain at peak values were changing disorderly this may be due to even



distribution of zeolites in the composite. The largest elongation is observed in 4

% zeolite filled composite. Stress at peak and strain at peak values were also

changing disorderly and the same explanation because of uneven zeolite

dispersion the values were disordered. Young modulus of the Petkim pp, 2 %

zeolite filled pp, and 4 % zeolite filled pp were found 706.1, 603.5, and 470.3

respectively. The young modulus values were decreasing by increasing zeolite

fraction. For prolongation of 4 % and 2 % zeolite filled films less tension is

necessary for 4 % zeolite filled composite.

Extruded films mechanical test values which was tested in Testometric AX

M 500 and in Instron 1000 model instruments were found different from each

other as shown in Tables 8.19 and 8.20 and 8.21. The stress at peak, strain at

peak and stress at break points were different from each other when measured in

different instruments. The difference may observed due to the heterogenous

structure of the films.

For extruded films theoretical young modulus and stress at peak values

were calculated from Equation 6.6 and 6.7.

For extruded films theoretical young modulus and stress at peak values

were calculated from Equations 6.6 and 6.7. The young modulus found 351.2 for

2 % zeolite filled pp composite. The calculated value is (684) higher than

measured value (406). The stress at peak value from theoretical calculations

found as 43.3 the measured value is (26.1) lower than theoretical value. For 4 %

zeolite filled pp composite the predicted young modulus was found as 652.

The Equations 6.6 and 6.7 are valid when the filler and the matrix adhere

to each other perfectly well. For the case of zeolite filled composites,

microphotographs seen in Figure 8.24, indicated zeolite particles in spherical air

bubbles in the pp matrix. Thus no adhesion between pp and zeolite exists.
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For this case for V f, volume fraction of voids (s) should be taken. Volume

fraction of voids is found from experimental densities of the films in Table 8.16,

using Equations 8.6 and 8.7.

Table 8.21: Predicted and measured elastic modulus and strength of the

composite

Zeolite E Predicted Measured Ee Predicted Measured ere

fraction Ee Testometric Instron ere Testometric Instron

AX C 500 1000 AX C 500 1000

2% 0.13 686 406 603 43.3 26.1 11.5

4% 0.18 652 493 470 41.14 27.6 14.6

The s values predicted and experimental Ec and crc for the composites are

as reported in Table 8.21. Lower experimental Ec and crc values than predicted the

presence of structural faults other than the void space created by zeolites.

8.7 Comparison of Commercial Pearlescent Films and Zeolite Filled

Films

It was not possible to obtain biaxially oriented films in this study. The

drawing in machine direction was possible but the temperature and drawing ratio

was not controllable. The transverse direction drawing was done using tensile

tester by cold drawing the extruded films test pieces.

\
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Commercial Zeolite filled film

Thickness,1l 35-70 30-100

Filler type CaC03 Gordes 1 zeolite

Filler % 8 4

Colour White yellow Yellow

Appearance Shiny Shiny

Density, g/cm3 0.63 0.78

Tensile Strength, 85 Machine direction 26 Transverse direction

N/mm2 176 Transverse direction

Further experiments for biaxial drawing under identical conditions with

plant are required to obtain the pearlescent film from Gordes 1 zeolite and pp.



The selection of suitable zeolite, modifier and preparation method of

zeolite filled pp composites were made in this study. The effect of zeolite on

thermal degradation behaviour in air and in N2 atmosphere were studied. In air

thermooxidative behaviour is observed in zeolite containing pp causing

blackening of the films. Gordes 1 zeolite was chosen as the proper filler since,

it did not cause oxidation of pp. In N2 atmosphere Gordes 1 zeolite accelerated

the degradation of Petkim pp and decelerated the degradation of Aldrich pp at

250 °e. At the processing temperature, 200 °e of pp no effect on degradation

was observed with zeolite addition to pp.

The crystallization behaviour of pp did not changed with presence of

zeolite. Very similar Avrami equation constants were found for pure and 10 %

zeolite filled composite.

The composites were prepared by pressing between microscope slide,

hot press and by extrusion. Branched shaped air pockets existed in hot press

and by extrusion. Branched shaped air pockets existed in hot press films

causing low mechanical strength. Zeolite particles in spherical air bubbles in

pp matrix existed in extruded films with 2 to 6 % zeolite. The films which

were elongated 3.37 times in tensile tester contained zeolite particles in

rhombus shaped voids and they were pearlescent. The densities of the hot

press and extruded films also indicating the presence of voids in composites.

The voids formed by the release of air in pores of zeolite and splitting of pp

phase at the periphery of the filler particles caused by stretching films in

machine direction.

Even if the PEG (4000) modification were made agglomerations and

uneven distribution of the zeolite particles were observed both in extruded and
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hot pressed films. Uneven distribution of the zeolites were determined by

DSC, FTIR and TGA and optical micrograph.

Gordes 1 zeolite is a promlsmg material for pearlescent film

preparation, since it did not effect chemical decomposition and crystallization

behaviour of pp. The tensile strength 26-27 N/mm2 of the films with 2-4 %

zeolite was sufficient for most of applications of films. Void volume fraction

of the films were in the range 0.13-0.18.

Adding a small amount of liquid plasticizer to obtain more even

distribution of the filler in pp in extruder is suggested for future work. The

wetted zeolite particles with plasticizers will stick to pp granules on mixing.

Thus the mixture fed to the extruder will have the same composition at every

point, and films will be obtained with even zeolite distribution. Water vapor

adsorption characteristics of the composites should also be determined smce

zeolites have great affinity for water.
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